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PREFACE
The 1981-82 edition of the Student Honors Research Bulletin
reflects, once again, the wide variety of sc holarly interests to be found
among Western's student population. From ancient Greeks to modern
computers, the arts and sc iences of mankind continue to capture
young minds and inspire them to make new contributions to the field
of knowledge. The Bulletin is dedicated to the recognition-throughpublication of our stude nts' sc holarly work. and I believe you will
agree that this ed ition has done its job well.
My congratulat ions to all of the students whose work is represented
here. especially to Barbara Parks. whose paper on "Energy Properties
of Textiles" was chosen Best Paper. You have all, by the work you have
done, made us just a bit better educated and a bit prouder of being a
part of this academic commun ity.
I hope that this edition of the Bulletin will, as intended, inspire more
students to do sc holarly research and writing - and more instructors
to encourage students to submit their work to the Bullet in . If this
happens. the University Honors Program's hopes of making Western
a true community of learning will have been partially realized.
James Baker, Editor
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The Recognition of Anticipatory Grieving And
Associated Needs of the Family of a Critically
III Patient
by Catherine E. Garvin
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Most patients belong to families. Much has been written on the
subject of patients and their feelings about death and dying. However,
the feelings of the families have been relatively ignored. This study
will devote attention to and emphasize the needs of the family of a
dying patient. As stated by Fulton: "Of all the social institutions, the
family and kinship systems are of the greatest importance insofar as
the study of grief and bereavement is concerned." (3:246)

The Problem
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this pilot project is to identify whether or not the
family of a critically ill patient, isolated in an intensive care unit,
experiences anticipatory grief. Emphasis will be placed on the
subjects' abilities to identify specific needs during this grieving
process and associated nursing implications.
AssumptioN
For purposes of this study it was assumed that:
1. The subjects would be frank and honest when describing their
needs.
2. The relationship between the patient and family member was
such that the death of either would be perceived as a significant
loss by the survivor.
3. When an individual experiences a catastrophic illness prior to
death, the significant other will experience an anticipatory grief
process before the death occurs.
Research Hypothesis
Family member of critically ill patients isolated in intensive care
units will experience an anticipatory grief process associated wit h
specific identified needs.
I
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Definition of Terms
For purposes of this study, the following terms are defined:
1. CriticaJly III-A patient in acute change who is isolated in an
intensive care unit and judged by the admitting physician as
hav ing an extremely grave prognosis.
2. Anticipatory Grief-an awareness of the impending death of a
person. which invol ves a state paralleling the state associated
with bereavement.
3. Need - requirement of a person which if supplied, relieves or
diminishes his immediate distress or im proves his sense of
inadequacy or well· being.
Delimitations of the Study
For purposes of t his study, the only delimitation was the Intensive
Care Unit at Bowling-Green Warren County Hospital at Bowling
Green, Kentucky .
Significance of the Study
The sign ifi cance of this study invol ves the im plications of the
results to the nursing profession. As specific needs of fam ilies oC
critically ill , isolated patients are identified, nurses can begin to formulate plans of care with speci fi c interventions to meet these needs.
Thi s recognition of loss and anti cipatory grief on th e part of the family
of a dying patient and the associ ated needs helps nurses avoid their
own feelings of helplessness when dealing with anticipatory grief.
Consequently . the survivor may be able to progress through the grief
process much more easily.

CHAPTE R II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The conceptual fram ework of this study was based on the sound
theory of loss and grief. Loss has been defin ed by Dracu p as "the
deprivation of an object. person, possession. or ideal that was considered valu able and had a n investment of self. Loss is an integral part
of the human exper ience. with the loss of a signi fi cant other bei ng the
most profound experience of this kind." (2:213) In addition. Dracup
identifies the process of anticipatory grief in relation to persons expereincing extreme potential losses. (2:213) Hampe reinforces this theor y by outlining the stages or components assoc iated with the ant icipatory grieving process. These include the impending death of a
significant perso n. an awareness of that impending death ; and an
emotional state usually associated with bereavement. (6:114)
Shoen berg rein forces this theory by stating, "Grief frequently ~
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gins before loss actually occurs. In nearly all instances in which loss is
imminent, those concerned experience the beginning of grief." (11:25)
Other research studies on the subject of loved ones of critically ill
patients seem to focus on the needs and problems of these family
members or significant others. Hampe's research on grieving spouses
showed that the spouses had spec ific needs. These were divided into
two genera l categor ies.
First, there are needs which center on his relations with the
dying person: to be with the dying person, to feel helpCul to
th e dying person, to be assu red of the com fort oC the dying
person, to be kept inCormed of the dying person's condi t ion.
and to be aware of the dying person's death. Second, are t he
needs of the grieving person himself: to venti late his emotions. to receive comfort and support from family members,
and to receive acceptan ce, support. and com fort from the
health professionals. (6: 113)
In a study conducted by Nelson on the impact of health careservices
on the s urvivor and the patient, he concludes that "the quality oC the
interpersonal content, spec ifically communication . contribu tes to a
health bereavement on the part of the key person and a more meaningCui death of t he patient." (10:1643) He identified fiv e resources available to patie nt and survivor in maintaining stability of their relationship. These are religion. Camily strength, services available. openessof
com munication, and setti ng of care. (10:1643)
For purposes of this stu dy. the impactofthe"settingof care"will be
examined. I n an extensive research study done by Sherizen, he identified the setti ng oCthe Intensive Care Unit as a major constraint on the
family's ability to fac e the death of the patient. He summarizes the
literatu re by saying:
_.. critical illness is a socially significant situation. emotional
and physical trauma is possible for relatives, serious changes
in familial interaction patterns have the potential Cor causing a crisis, and special Corms of hospitalization, such as the
Intensive Care Unit, heighten each and every one oC these
cond itions. (12:31)
Sheri zen also identifi ed the physical arrangement of the Intensive
Care U nit as an important influencing factor. Family members
expressed their acceptanceoC the structure of the leu as necessary for
maximal care. but most felt uneasy while in th e uni t and manifested

I
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this uneasiness in terms of avoidance of the unit or minimal visitation.
(12:33)

The review of the literature also points out the role of the nurse in
intervening to meet these needs and assist the famil y or significant
other in healthy grieving. Nurses should have an understanding of the
effect that anticipatory grief has upon the family. (6:119) Hampe
states, "Nurses must recognize that when a patient is dying, the family
members are al so her patients." (6:119)
Verwoerdt states, "I tis neccessary to encourage expression of emotion in grieving relatives, because conscious recognition of the anticipatory loss and the concomitant feeling of gri ef is the first step toward
resolution of the mourning experience." (13:116) As Gardner and
Stewart state:
Appropriate staff interaction with the family may lead to
decreased anxiety, increased reassurance, better cooperation , improved rapport, mutual understanding and empathy, and improved patient care. (4:105)
Wi th regard to the spouse of the dying person, Kubler-Ross maintains "if widowed persons had been helped before the death of their
partner to bridge the gulf between themselves and the dying one, half
of their battle to work through guilt and grief might have been won".
(7:143)

I
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The literature reviewed contains many different suggestions for
staff involvement with the famil y. Effective staff intervention in the
grieving process begins with perparation of the nurses - including an
understanding of the anticipatory grief process and the theory of loss.
(8:124) Hampe emphasizes the need for this preparation by stating,
.....for health professionals motivated to enter the healing professions
by a desire to help people and relieve suffering, a dying patient frustrates and threatens their aims of health care. This frustration leads to
avoidance of patients and their family members." (6:117) By identifying the specific needs of the family members. nurses will have a target
on which to base their interventions.
In a study conducted in a Cardiac Care Unit measuring the effect of
family preparation, (by way of brochures, staff interactions, etc.) on
the anxiety level of the patient, it was concluded that family preparation significantly reduced the amount of anxiety transferred from
family member to CCU patient. (1:316)
Glaser-Straussemphasize" A tactful staff allows kinsman plenty of
time with the dying person ... separation would be more painful than
'participation' in the dying". (5:164)

6

The nurse should explain to the family why certain procedures are
being done and what benefit they are to the patient. (9:44) Relatives
may feel painfully helpless and powerless about their inability to
insluence their loved one's recovery.
Gardner identified specific nursing interventions for the nurse in
helping the family to cope.
1. Contact the family in person or by phone as soon as the patient is
admitted.
2. Give the fam ily the unit phone number and visiting hours. Suggest when family members call, they speak to the nurse caring
for the patient.
3. Explain physical environment and policies of the unit aided by a
brochure.
4. Accompany the relatives to the bedside and demonstrate how to
speak to and touch the patient.
5. Act as facilitators and arrange family-physician meetings.
6. Designate times to give the family progress reports, and attempt
to resolve any problems at that t ime. (4:110)
These are only a few suggestions for nursing interventions. Many
implications pertain to specific crisis sutuations; however, the principl e remains the same. Nurses must accept the family as an extension
of the patient and come to grips with their own emotions concerning
death and dying while delivering holistic care to the patient and his
"environment".

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The methodology was approached non-experimentally using a simistructured. unstandard ized interview with open-end questions (See
append ix). The sample was selected by convenience at Bowling GreenWarren County Hosp ital in BowlingGreen, Kentucky. Permission for
research in the Intensive Care Unit was granted by the ICU supervisor . A sign was posted at the nurses station asking the nurses to call the
interv iewer whenever a pat ient was hospitali zed in leu with an
extremely grave prognosis and accompanied by at least one family
member . The interviews were conducted by the author. The nurses
contacted the interviewer on three separate occasions. Each time the
interviewer came to the hospital and approached the famil y member
directly outside the leu during or right after visiting time. The
in terv iewer wore a lab coat and name pin. She introduced hersel f and
ex plained the nature and purpose of the research and gave assu; nee
that subj ects would remain anonymous. All three subjects agreed to
partic ipate in the study. At this time the subjects were taken to the
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prayer room in the hospital where a consent fo r m was signed. Interviews were recorded on a tape recorder in full view of the subjects. The
semistructured interview tool included open-end questions regarding
the eight needs as identified by Hampe (6:115), the most important
need to the subject, and the identification of anticipatory grieving.
Each interview lasted approximately one hour. The interviewing tool
used'1s a modified version of a tool formu lated by Sue Bryant, RN
MSN, Assistant P rofessor of Nursing at Western Kentucky University and yalidated by Mary Hazzard, RN, MSN, PHD, P rofessor of
Nursing al. Western Kentucky U niversity. Validity can also be
inferred by the fact that 100%of the subjects identified all eight need s
as well as anticipatory grief.
Demographic data including sex, age, race, and relation to patient
were obtained from the subjects prior to the interview. Demographic
data were also taken from the patient's chart concerning the age, sex,
diagnosis, and length of stay of the patient in leu prior to the t ime of
the interview.
Table I
Demographic Data - Family Member

Table III
Responses for Subjects to Interview

N""

lIubject A

subject B

lIubject e

I. to be with dying person

yo.

,~

,~

2. to be helpful to the dyin
person

yo.

yeo

,~

,6

,6

,6

4. to be informed of dying
persons condition

yo.

yeo

yo.

5. to be informed of
impending death

yo.

,

yo.

,6

.
,.

7. for comfort and support
of fam ily members

yo.

yo.

,6
,6

acceptance com fort
and support from IItaff

yo.

,6

,6

,6

yo.

,

3. for &SIurance of com fort
of dying person

6. to ventilate emotions
Subject

race

A

White
White
White

B

C

-.'

~,

29 years
42 years
24 years

female
(emale
(emale

relation to
patient
mothe r
daughter
wife

8.

...

."

length of IItay
in leU prior
to interview

DiagnOlil

male

2dayll

seizure disorder

B

10 monthll
66 day.

male

2 dayll

C

24 yean

male

ld."

cancer oflunr·rnp.
failure
c:loeed head injury

Patient

A

(or

9. recognized and identified
anticipatory grief

Table II
Demographic Date - Patient
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The data were analyzed as to which categories of need were recognized by the subject including the recognition of anticipatory grief
and the most important need as evaluated by the subject. Often the
needs were identified by the subject without any questioning on the
part of the interviewer. All of the subjects appeared very open and
verbal. The interviewer felt that she had some therapeutic value in
that the need for ventilation is well documented. (6: 114) The subjects
expressed gratitude for having the opportunity to share their thoughts
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and feelings with an objective, empathetic person.

Results
In response to question number 1. all three subjects responded in
the affirmative to the need to be with the dying person. As one subject
stated, "The fact that he is isolated in that room (leU), dying, and I am
unable to be with him is frankly devastating. I only wish I could just be
with him more."
In response to question number 2, again all three subjects recog~
nized the need to be helpful to the dying person. They expressed their
fear of the equipment. various tubes and lines attached to the patient.
Therefore, they wished only to wipe the patient's brow or apply lotion
to his face and hands. All three were unsure of what else they could do
without disturbing the equipment.
In response to question number 3, all three respondents expressed
the need to be assured of the dying patient's comfort. As one subject
said of her infant son, "I just want to hold him and comfort him SO he
will not be scared. I just have visions of him in there (lCU) crying,
upset, and in pain." All subjects stated that they were satisfied with
the physical care their loved ones were receiving.
In response to question number 4, all three ~pondents expressed
the need to be informed of the patient's condition. All three subjects
expected nurses and the physician to give them information. They felt
as if they were being kept informed and they understood the information, but they had to knock on the door of the !CU and ask for it. This
seemed to intimidate them. Therefore. they suggested that the nurses
givethem reports on a regular schedule. For example. every hour or so
the nurse or liaison person could call to the waiting room and speak to
them over the phone or in person.
In response to question number 5. all three subjects reacted
strongly to this question. They stated that in the event that the condition of the patient worsens and death is impending, the family
member wanted to be informed either by the nurse or the doctor.
In response to question number 6, all three subjects expressed the
need to ventilate their emotions. At the conclusion of the interviews,
the three family members informed the interviewer that they felt
"better" after having talked about their problem.
In response to question number 7, again all three subjectsexpressed
the need for comfort and support of family members. They stated that
they could not face this situation without the love and su pport of their
family members. One subject stated, "My husband offers me a great
amount of needed support. I couldn't make it without him."
In response to question number 8, again all three subjects answered
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in the affirmative to the need for acceptance. support and comfort
from the staff. Two of the respondents stated that the staff were kind
and helpful. The third respondent stated that the staff offered her a
great amount of support. She stated, "Sometimes all you need is a kind
face. and this is especially important when it concerns the nurses who
are caring for f our family. At a time like this. I just couldn't face a
cold, hateful staff; and thank goodness, I don't have to."
In response to question number 9, all three subjects recognized
their anticipatory grieving. They expressed they were preparing for
the patient's death including their present grief. As one subject stated,
"The doctor told us there is not much hope. and I already feel myself
grieving as if he was already dead."
In response to the last question, all three respondents identified the
need to be with the dying person as the most important need they had.
They all expressed the dislike of the isolation of their family member
in the Intensive Care Unit although they realized that this was necessary for maximum care.
In relation to the hypothesis, "Family members of critically ill
patients will experience an anticipatory grief process associated with
specific identified needs", the collected data support and reinforce the
the hypotheses . All three of the respondents identified their anticipatory grief and identified all eight needs as outlined by Hampe (6:115).
Limitation
1. This study was limited greatly by sample size and convenience
sampling.
2. Thestudy was limited to a one time interviewing session conducted
immediately after the confirmation of a grave prognosis.
3. The study was limited to intensive care patients only.
4. Interviewer bias may have been another limitation. Because the
interviewer was a nurse interested and concerned about families of
critically ill patients. her personal concern may have affected the
finds.
5. The interviewing tool did not accurately emphasize or measure the
degree of anticipatory grief and whether or not the identified needs
were actually met.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
This study attempted to identify whether or not family members of
critically ill patients experienced an anticipatory grief process. The
attempt was also made to identify certain specific needs associated
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with this grief as outlined by the family members of three critically ill
patients hospitalized in an Intensive Care Unit. They were interviewed using open-end questions relatingtoanticipatory grief and the
eight needs of the grieving person as outlined by Hampe (6:115). A
content analysis was done following the data collection. All three of the
subjects identified all eight needs as well as identification and recognition of their anticipatory grief.
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3. Tell me about the careyour
is receiving. Are
you satisfied with it? What more could be done for your ______
4. How have you learned about your
conditions
since he/ she has been in the hospital? Do you receive enough
information? Do you understand the in formation? From whom do
you usually receive the information?

Recommendations
This study needs to be repealed in full scale. including a larger,
more heterogenous subject sample possibly in different locales.
Further research may include measurement of the degree of anticipatory grief in relation to time and in comparison to the bereavement
process. Follow-up inlerviewscould be made after the initial interview.
The implications for nursing practice are obvious. Future studies
could include whether or not the identified needs are met. Consequently. nurses could devise specific interventions to facilitate meeting these needs of the grieving family. In this way. nursing research
can be translated into clinical practice.

6. How do you handle your feelings aboutyour-,.--,-_ _-:-_ ___
condition? Is there anyone in particular who helps you?

CONSENT FORM

8. Tell me about the staff that is caring for your _________
Do they accept. support. and comfort you? Are there other things
they could do to support you?

I hereby consent to participate in the study regarding the needs of
the family of a critically ill patient. I have received a full explanation
of the study. I understand that my name will not be used and that I
may withdraw from the study at any time.

9. Are you anticipating your ____________,.--___ death? Do you
feel as if you have already begun to grieve?

Signed: ________________________________________

Witness: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dare: ____________________________________

•

~

INTERVIEW
1. Tell me how you have been spending your time since your

__:---,--:-:---,:-__ has been in the hospital. Have you been able
to be with him/her as much as you would like?
2. Tel l me what you have been able todofor your :-_;::---:---,-___,
Do you feel1ikeyou have done enough or would you like to do more?

5. In the event that you r
condition worsens to
the point of death, doyou want to know about this? Who would you
like to inform you of this?

7. Do you feel like your family members help you at a time like this?
!fyou have no family members, are there others who help you?

10. Of all the needs you have identified. which do you feel is the most
important?
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ENERGY PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES
by Barbara Parks
INTRODUCTION
The validity of the energy crisis has been recognized by most pe0ple. There simply are not enough fossil fuels to supply our needs
indefinitely. The few remaining people who may not yet be convinced
of our energy shortage are definitely aware of the economic need to
conserve energy as the cost of utilities. gasoline. and consumer goods
continues to rise with the cost of energy.
The textile industry can make a major contribution in helping
people adapt to the energy crisis. Improvements in energy requirements for fiber production and fabric dyeing and finishing are being
made that will result in substantial industrial savings. Advancements
are being made in both the production of fabrics and the understand·
ing of thermal comfort to help people live healthy. comfortable, productive lives with less heating and cooling of their environments.

ENERGY UTILIZED BY TEXTILES
Textile Industry
The textile industry ranks seventh in industrial use of energy in the
United States. In 1976, 3.1% of the total industrial energy used in the
United States was used by textile mills and manufacturing industries
excluding fiber production (Polyzou 1979). The government has
requested a 27% reduction of energy used by the industry from 1972 to
1980 (Crippen, unpublished. "Energy Efficient Textile Products").
Preliminary results of a study by the Textile Economics Bureau indicate the man-made fiber industry has reduced the amount of energy
required to produce a pound of fib er by 36% since efforts to reduce the
energy required for production began in 1971 (1978 "Focus on ManMade Fibers"). Efforts are being made to reduce the amount of energy
needed in dyeing and finishing processes. These efforts include new
technology in solar heating, the reduction of solutions needed for
dyeing and fini shing and a reduction of drying time during heat
settings. Hibrank and Brown (1974) report mechanical means of
water removal such as squeezing, vacuuming, and rolling have been more

,
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efficient at removing water down to the 30-40% saturation level than
heat drying. Counterflowing the heat used in fabric setting processes
back to fabric drying areas allows the same heat to perform two
function s. The use of air jets toquickly remove evaporated air has also
reduced the energy needed for drying in fabric processing. It is clear
that the textile industry is becoming more energy efficient.

,.

•
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Textile Products
The energy used by the textile industry is only a portion of the total
energy needed through the life cycle of a textile product. It is important to include all energy required for fiber production. fabric production and finishing, product manufacturing, maintenance, and life
expectancy in total energy comparisons. Hidden costs such as the
energy needed for fertilizer s, machinery, and food required to grow
natural products should be included along with costs for waste.
Fabrics should be compared in yards rather than pounds as it takes
the same number of yards to make a shirt or dress whether it is cotton
or polyester , but a different amount of pounds.
A 1976 study at Yale University (Van Winkle) compared cotton
shirts to 65% polyester-35%cotton shirts. Results showed the all cotton
shirt required 88% more lotal energy through all stages of the life of
the garment (1978 "Focus on Man-Made Fibers"). The blended shirt
required 25% more energy to produce. but the cotton shirt required
twice as much energy to maintain and lasted only two-third as long
(Polyzou 1979).
The results of a cotton-polyester comparison provided useful information for the consumer who should be aware of total costs, but it is
doubtful that a return to all natural fibers would be feas ible even if the
cotton shirt had required less total energy. Synthetics accountfor75%
of the fibers used in the United States today. The amount of additional
land needed to change from synthetics to cotton is estimated to be at
least the s ize of South Carolina("Union Carbide and National Energy
Proble ms"). This land might be better used for food production, living
space, and industry.
.
.
Despite the amount of energy needed to produce and mamtam a
textile product, it is still much more efficient to use these products to
keep us thermally comfortable than it would be to use the same
amount of energy to heat and cool our houses.
EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
ON THE BODY

The body has its own systems of heating and air conditioning. These
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systems are used when the temperature of vital organs changes from
98.6°F (McClean 1976).
In cold weather, when the internal body temperature drops below
98.6° F , the body reacts by constricting the blood vessels in an attempt
to keep the blood in the trunk and head near vital organs. This vasoconstriction reduces the blood flow to the outer portions of the body
and causes the ne rvous system to signal small muscles which react by
shivering. Shivering produces heat by muscle movement and creates
a roughness of the sk in caused by "goose-flesh" and body hair rising.
The effect of body hair would. of cou r se, depend on the amount of body
hair and would be minimum in most females. If the air beside the body
is moving, this roughness could act to slow down movement and form
an insulating air layer. This would normally occur if the body were
unclothed. On a clothed body, the trapped air between the body and its
clothing might be di sturbed by shivering and act to make the body
colder (Goldman 1978).
The arms and legs are the first to suffer in low temperatures
because they are not vital to life. The physically fit normally have
better circulatory systems and react better to temperature changes.
The head is next to suffer because it has little natural insulation in
the form of skin thickness and is hard to clothe. An unclothed head can
lose up to 50% of the body's heat at temperatures below 40°F (Hollofil
"Keeping Warm in Cold Weather"). The head is of special concern
because it contains the brain. While the body can maintain life at
reduced circulation, the head can not carry out normal thought processes if the blood supply is slowed appreciably. Hikers have been
found frozen to death with food and clothing in their backpacks.
Researchers have concluded the hikers were unable to think well
enough to eat the food for energy or put on the additional clothing
because of their slowed thought processes.
In warm weather the body reacts in the opposite way by sending
blood to the surface to be cooled. This vasodilation causes the nervous
system to s ignal the body to begin sweating allowing the body to be
cooled by evaporation. If evaporation is inhibited by high humidity or
clothing, more blood is pumped to the surface. The additional.blood
can cause heat stress symptoms in cluding flushed face. swelling of
hands and teet, and fainting. The symptoms are also l.ess likely to
occur in the physically fit because sweat glands that are mfrequently
used require more internal demand to activate them.
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METHODS OF HEAT EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE
BODY AND ENVIRONMENT

Heat can be produced in the body by metabolism, exercise, and
shivering. It can be exchanged between the body and environment
through conduction, convection, radiation , and evaporation (Fourt
and Hollies 1970).
Cond uction is the exchange of heat by direct contact. Sleeping on a
cold floor would allow heat to flow from the body to the floor. Conver·
sely, s leeping under a warm, electric blanket would allow heat to flow
from the blanket to the body. The molecules which make up matter are
constantly moving with hotter molecules moving faster and colliding
with slower, cooler molecules resulting in a heat exchange with heat
moving toward cool.
Convection is heat exchange in air movement. A strong winter wind
can move the warm air which surrounds the body quickly resulting in a
heat loss. Weathermen refer to this as the wind·chill·factor. Convection may also result from body movement or exercise.
Radiation is heat exchange by em ission which occurs without direct
contact with another objector air movement. Heat is transferred from
a hot object to a cooler one by electromagnetic waves. The sun and
other heat sources transfer heat to the body by radiation.
Evaporation is heat loss with moistu r e. Thi s is the only method to
move heat from.the body to the environment when the environme nt is
hotter t han the body. The body produces moisture in the form of
perspiration or water vapor in the breath. Perspiration is changed to
water vapor on the s kin's surface where it is evaporated to cool the
body. Thi s process is not normally reversed so that warm moisture is
against the body except whe n bathing in hot water or accidental steam
burns.
MEASURING THE INSULATIVE VALUE OF CLOTHING

The CIa Unit
It is difficult to measure thermal comfort because people differ and
their feelings of comfort cover a wide variety of physical and mental
relationships.
There are at least as many different approaches todefin·
ing and assessing thermal comfort as there are different
disciplines involved in studying the problem. Physicists
measure the environmental surround and calculate heat
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transfers; physiologists predict heat balances and measure
skin and core temperatures and sweating or shivering; psy·
chologists evaluate sensations by a variety of scales and take
votes of com fort. Heating and air conditioning engineers
began to develop indices over 50 years ago (Houghten and
Yaglou, 1923) to evaluate the "effective" acceptability of
indoor thermal envi ronmental conditions. Engineers and
psychologists, following these leads, have developed some
quite useful scales: "thermal sensation" (KSU). "predicted
mean vote" (Fanger), various scales of "comfort vote"
(Rohles), etc. Recent work . recognizing the impossibilities
of satisfy ing everyone at a single thermostat setting has
lead to the concept of the "predicted percent dissatisfied"
(Fanger) .... (Goldman "Assessment of Thermal Comfort")
The importance of thermal comfort in clothing is vital to many areas
of life including t he armed forces and space indu stry as well as indi vidual consumers. However. the complex r elationshi ps and terminology used in expressing therma l com fort are often too technical for the
average lay person to understand. Generals, who may be highly intelligen t and well versed in t heir ow n technical language. may not have
the time to devote to understanding the language of thermal comfort.
Recognizing the need for a readily understandable term, Dr. A. P.
GaggeofPierce Foundation in New Haven , Con neticut, developed the
"clo" unit in 1941 (McClean 1976).
The clo is a unit for measuring the total thermal resistance from the
skin to the outer surface of the clothed body. Technically, one cia will
allow passage of one kilocalorie per square meter per hour with a
0.18°C temperature gradient (Hollofil "Thermal Insulation"). A clo
may also be defined as "the clothing required to keep a resting subject
in a comfortable state when the subject is seated in an atmosphere of
21°C with relative humidity less than 50% and air movement at 0.10
meters per second" (Munson 1978). When Gagge divised the clo unit, a
man's suit was equal to 1 clo, summer slacks and short sleeve shi rt
were equal of 0.5 cIa. The larger the cia number, the warmer the
clothing.
The clo units of individual garments in an ensemble can be added
together to give the total cia of the ensemble. It is not necessary to
remeasure for every different possible combination of an ensemble.
This saves a great deal of research time, but it is still difficult to keep
current clo listings because offashion changes. In less than one year a
major fashion change can cause 83% of the people to wear an ensemble
that varies as much as 0.2 clo from the previous year (Munson 1978).
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Be~a u~e. o! fashion changes and the wide variety of people using clo
Units, It IS Important to keep them simple to measure and understand.
It is also important to remember that clo measu rements are made
at indoor, sedentary conditions. Since air velocity is usually less than
0.4 meters per second indoors, it is not a major factor in clo units.
Emotional sweating is also not measured by the clo unit. Recognizing
the need for a system of predicting evaporating heat transfer, Dr.
Alan Woodcock of the Un ited States Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicinedeveloped a permeability index , "i "which
allows for estimating ski n temperatures and percent sweiJ, wetted
area for any combination of clothing and activity level (Goldman
"Evaluating the Phys iologic Effects of Clothing on the Wearer"). This
method of measuring the resistance to evaporation uses a scale ranging from zero where there is no water vapor toone "if the clothed, 100%
sweat ~etted man were slung by the heels at su ffi cient velocity so that
he achwved the full evaporative potential of a ventilated wet bulb
t hermometer" (Goldman "Thermal Comfort Factors: Concepts and
Definitions").
The "pum ping coefficient" is a method of desc rib ing the effect of air
and body motions on insulation and permeability of cloth ing (Goldman "The RoleofClot hing in Modifyingthe Hum an Thermal Comfort
Range"). This method is used at the United States Army Research
Institute. However, Fourt and Hollies (1970) report that no satisfactory method of measuring wind resistance has been generally accepted.
The clo is the most accepted unit for measuring the insulative value
of clothing. Using it with other methods for measuring the effects of
sweat and air movement can resu lt in a total picture of thermal
comfort t.hat includes all four factors of the env iornment: air temperature. radiant temperature. vapor pressure, and air motion (Goldman
"Thermal Comfort Factors: Concepts and Definitions").

I

Measuring Clo with a Copper Manikin
A heated copper manikin in an enviornmentally controlled cham ber
is used to calculateclo units. The manikin was chosen because it allows
~or fabric overlay and design features which can be significant factors
In a total ensemble. The manikin also allows for the rmal equi librium.
Power can be supplied through the manikin's heated circu its equal to
the energy which leaves by conduction, convection, and radiation.
Researc h is being done at Kansas State University by Seppanen. et al.,
on a heated manikin (Mu nson "An Overview of Clothing as it Relates
to the Physiology of Hum an Comfort"), "Sweating" manikins are also
used.
Other methods of clo measurement are being investigated which'
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would include human responses to the thermal environment(Nishi, et
aI., "Field Measurement of Clothing Thermal Insulation"). These
would allow for a wider range of comfort factors but would lack the
laboratory precision of the heated manikin .
Use of the Clo Unit with FEA Temperature Guidelines
In 1974, the Federal Energy Administration introduced summer
and winter guidelines of temperature controls in our buildings and
homes, The FEA established its guidelines by reducing the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) standard temperature for optimum working conditions
by 6°F in winter and raising it6°F in summer, Guidelines were set at
68-70°F in winter and 78-80°F in summer without humidity control or
reheat.
Following these guidelines can resu lt in substantial energy savings
si nce 20% of the total United States energy is used for heating and
cooling spaces (Crippen "Savings Data"). A thermostat increase of
only 4°F in summer can reduce electrical requirements for air conditioning by one third. Nationally that 4°F increase could save 380,000
barrels of oil aday. Estimates for winter savi ngs show a 7°F reduction
can save 14-21 %of the heating energy. For those who cannot adjust to
the 68°F daytime temperature, sim ilar savings are available during
night time if thermostats are reduced for a full eight hours. Percentages are notconclusive for shorter time spans, It should be noted that
in 1920 our average indoor winter temperature was 70°F compared
with 75°F before the Federal Energy Administration's guidelines.
This is an increase of 1°F per decade. It would seem that we could
readjust to the 1920 level without extreme discomfort.
Cloth ing is our major tool for helping us be comfortable at less
desirable tempe ratures. Stud ies show that an 80% acceptability range
of winter temperatures from 68-70°F is attained by wearing clothing
of .09 to 1.2 clo provided proper care is taken to cover arms and legs,
Converti ng clo to thickness, 1.6 clo is equal to onecm, or there are 4 clo
in an in ch thickness (Fourt and Hollies 1970). To attain 1.2 clo would
not require a great deal of thickness. An army arctic uniform is4,3 clo
and that is generally considered the highest clo used (Goldman
"Thermal Comfort Factors: Concepts and Definitions"). No loss of
dexterity begins to occur in the fingers until t he temperature is
reduced below 65°F (Gagge 1977).
Similarly, summer guidelines can be made 80% acceptable by
wearing less t han 0.4 clo. Increasing air movement or reduci ng relat ive humidity can also make us more comfortable at higher temperatu res. Both of these methods requi re ene rgy, but less energy than
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using air conditioning alone to achieve comfort. A decrease in performance of manual and mental tasks is not measureable until temperatures reach above 90°F (Gagge 1977).

Shoes
Sandals
Oxfords

0.02
0.04
0.08

Boots
CLO INSULATION UNITS
Men
Underwear
Sleeveless
T shirt
Underpants
Torso
Shirt
Light, short sleeve
long sleeve

~

Bra and Panties
Half Slip
Full Slip

0.05
0.13
0.19

ENERGY PROPERTIES OF TEXTILES
Textiles do not have energy properties of their own. but they do have
energy saving characteristics (Wool Bureau. letter). Their most
important energy saving characteristic is their ability to hold still air
which is considered the best insulator. Listed below are some comparisons of thermal conductivity values of materials measured in calories
per second per square centimeter per degree centigrade per centimeter thickness. Still air is the slowest conductor listed and the best
insulator (Horn 1968).

0.14
0.22

Blouse
Light
Heavy

0.20
0.29

0.25
Heavy, short sleeve
long sleeve
0.29
(plus 5% for tie or turtleneck)

Dress
Light
Heavy

0.22
0.70

Vest
Light
Heavy

0.15
0.29

Shirt
Light
Heavy

0.10
0.22

Trousers
Light
Heavy

0.26
0.32

Slacks
Light
Heavy

0.26
0.44

Sweater
Light
Heavy

0.20
0.37

Sweater
Light
Heavy

0.17
0.37

0.22
0.49

Jacket
Light
Heavy

0.17
0.37

0.04
0.10

Stockings
Any Length
Panty Hose

0.01
0.01

Jacket
Light
Heavy
Footwear
Socks
Ankle Length
Knee High

Boots

0.02
0.04
0.08

Table derived from studies at Kansas State University
(Goldman "The Role of Clothing in Achieving Acceptability of Environmental Temperatures Between 67°F and 85°F")

Women
0.06
0.09
0.05

Shoes
Sandals
Pumps
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Material
silver
glass
human tissue
leather
paper
wool felt
pure wool
still air

Thermal Cond uctivity
Value
0.99
0.0025
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.000125
0.000084
0.000057

Insulative Values of Textiles
Recognizing that air is the best insulator, it is important to understand which fibers are best at holding still air. Wool fibers are seldom
20-30% fiber in total weight. the remaining 70-80% of their weight is
air. Their natural crimp makes them an excellent air holder. Other
natural animal hair fibers hold air well, too. Although the ability of
polyester "to provide th ermal insulation for the body has not been
clearly established" (Scruggs and Dickey"Textile Products: Thermal
Insulation and Comfort Qualities for Indoor Winter Environmen ts").
new methods of constructing polyester fibers. such as forming hollow
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air spaces in the center of the fiber, give thermal characteristics to
polyester fibers, too.
In selecting fabrics for insulative characteristics, each part of the
fabric's construction is important. At the fiber and yarn stage, staple
length fibers loosely twisted into textured yarns give a lofteness with.
out weight which can hold air better than tightly twisted filam ent
yarns. The weave of the fabri c may vary in tightness, but air is still a
major factor as even the most tightly woven fabric is usually less than
50% fiber content with air makingup the remaining 50% of the fabric's
weight. Rai sing nap to make fuzzy surfaces and cutting pile increases
the air holding ability of fabrics. Knit fabri cs entrap more air than
woven ones, but knit is more porous allowing for wind penetration so
knit would be fin e indoors, but poor outdoors. Foam provides 30%
better insulation than an equal thickness of fabric (Scruggs and
Dickey "Textile Products: Thermal Insualtion and Comfort Qualities
for Indoor Winter Environments").
The feeling of warmth that we assoc iate with fabrics is due to their
surface structure. When we touch asmooth, flat surface such as metal
or wood, we feel cool. This is because there is a maximum degree of
contact between our skin and the heat absorbing surface. When we
touch a fiber like wool, we feel warm because wool's crimped su rface
keeps us from co ntacting very much surface so we are actually feeling
mostly air. This is known as the transient contact effect and explains
why we associate warmth with some fibers (Fourt and Hollies 1970).
Fabric thickness with light weight is the most reliable indicator of
insulat ing value. Fibers are heavier than air, so in choosing between
two eq ually thick fabrics the lighter one woul d contain the most air
and be the better insulator. In comparing 16 battings, Scruggs and
Dickey found the fiber type and density to be insignificant. Thickness
and weight were the important insulating factors. Korlinski stales
that under free convection conditions fabric thickness is an indication
of insu lative value (Textile Progress. Vol. 9, 1977). Free convection
would not include the effects of wind. moisture. or reflective conditions.
Insulative Value of Air Layers Between Fabric Layers
An insulative layer of air called a film layer is present on both the
skin and fabric surfaces. Thi s layer is caused by frictional drag
between the moving air and the roughness of any surface (Fourt and
Hol lies 1970). This film layer of ai r adds insulation to both sides of the
fabr ic and the skin. These layers of trapped air add to the total
insulative value of the clothed body.
Understanding that air is the best insulator. it is important to find
the most eCfective way to use textiles to trap stil l air. Because the film
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layer is almost 100% air. it would have better insulating properties
than the same thickness of fabric which would be 50-70% air in most
cases. Insulative fabrics should not be so limp that they collapse
against the body and destroy the layer of air. Using several layers of
clothing is an effective way to trap air. This is why two light weight
sweaters can add more total insulation than one heavy sweater, but
there is a limit to the efficiency of layering. The insulating value of 5
layers is approximately the same as 9 layers. There is also a limit to the
practicality as many layers become bulky and inhibit movement.
Effect of Moving Air on Thermal Comfort
Air must be still to be insulating. Body movemellt can cause a
tunneling effect as air is brought into loose clothing' openings and
ci rculated around the body and out other clothing openings. This
internal ventilation serves to cool the body by allowing for increased
evaporation. Summer clothing which fits loosely and is unbelted uses
this chimney effect to cool the body. In winter, clothing should fit close
enough to keep air from moving, but loose enough to allow for an
insulating layer of air. Openings such as neck, writs. and legs should
be snug to prevent tunneling.
Wind also increases air movement cooling the body. Tightly woven
or coated fabrics which allow for little wind pentration are helpful in
winter, but they should allow for moisture transportation from the
body.
Effect or Moisture on Thermal Comfort
Moisture can be transported through fabrics in either the vapor or
liquid form . In the vapor form, moisture passes t hrough the pores of
the fabric; but the pores are left open so that their in su lative air space
is maintained. In the liquid form, skin moistu re is wicked to the fabric
sur face and through fabric pores clogging the pores so that they
can not maintain their insulative air. The process causes discomfort by
a wet. clammy feeling when sk in wettness is more than 20%. Moistu re
can also cause clothing to stick to t he body which eliminates the
insulative laye r of air between the body and clothing. Conversely, lack
of moisture in fabrics can cause "static cling" which also destroys the
in sul ative air layer (Textile Progr(:88. Vol 9. 1977).
Generally. natural fibers are more absorbent than sy nthetics. Wool
can hold 30%of its weight in moisture without feeling wet to the touch.
Cotton, linen, and silk are also absorbent. Nylon and dacron do not
absorb well. and the excess moisture accumulates on their su rfaces.
Rayon is a sy nthetic fiber that is absorbent.
Moi stu re transport is particularly important in rain wear where
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body moisture in the form of vapor must be allowed to pass through
the fabric, but moisture from rain must be kept out.
Reflective Properties of Textiles
The skin is a very poor reflector. White skin reflects about30-40%0f
the sun's rays while Negro skin reilects about 18% (Horn 1968). Clothing is especially useful when the sun shines directly on the body as
the effective te mperature in the sun is 10°F higher than the actual air
temperature (McClean 1976). White or light colored clothing which
covers both the body and the head is efiective at reflecting the sun's
rays and stopping wind penetration in desert areas. Dark clothing is
useful in absorbing the sun's rays.
Metallic reilective fabrics are useful in reflecting both the sun's
rays and the body's heat. To be effective these reilective fabrics must
be directly toward the source they are reflecting. Reflective fabrics
lose their value if they are put between other fabric layers. Thermolactyl is a recent synthetic designed to reflect body heat promoting
circulation in the tiny blood vessels just under the skin. Thermolactyl
also allows for free evaporation (Osgood 1978).
DRE~SING

,
I

t

FOR COLD WEATHER

Skin temperature is the indicator of thermal discomfort in cold
weather. The hands and feet act as "error regulators" for the body.
Approximatley 20% of the body's heat is released through the hands,
10%t hrough the feet, 50% through the head, and 30% through the torso
(Stevens 1978). The circula tory heat input of a comfortable, resting
person's fingers is 72 kcal/m 2 but fall s Quickly to 7 kcal/m2 when the
person begins to chill. The large surface area of the hands and fingers
with their small amountof thickness makes them hard to keep warm.
Arctic clothing manufacturers have not been able to make an effective
mitten with more than 1.2 cia (Goldman "The Role of Clothing in
Achieveing Acceptabil ity of Environmental Temperatures between
65°F and 85°F"). Mittens are much more effective than gloves because
they allow the fingers to share body heat. Nishi reports that whole
body comfort and comfort of hands and feet are not uniform. Additional sweaters do not alter the feelingof discomfort in the hand s and
feet although they do contribute to the general feeling of warmth. The
addition of clothing to the trunk does serve to warm the blood as it
circulates through the trunk. but this is not enough to warm the hand s
and feet effectively.
Footcove rin gs are especially important outdoors because they
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often come in contact with moisture which increases heat flow (rom
the body 24 times more than does dry air (Hollofil "Keeping Warm in
Cold Weather"). Insulated rubber h90ts which prevent moisture penetration are much more effective than leather boots for outdoor wear.
Indoors where moisture is not a problem shoes for winter should be of
a closed style with no open toe or heel areas.
Socks can be selected in a wide range of fiber contents and styles.
Wool with terry lining gives insulation and absorbency as we)) as
cushioning for joggers. Heavy woolurag" socks offer good insulation.
Goldman reports that battery heated socks and mittens can give com·
fort in arctic conditions with as little as 3 watts to each hand and 5
watts to each foot. For those in extreme cold, auxiliary heat such as
that provided by batteries allows for warmth without fabric thickness
that could inhibit movement. Women can dress warmer by using
socks instead of hose. Socks are available in several lengths from ankle
to full "sweater tights" which fit like pantyhose. If hose are worn,
textured ones offer more air holding ability than flat hose.
Longunderwear is available in three major types: fishnet. knit, and
insulated. Personal comfort is the most important consideration in
selecting long underwear because, unlike sweaters, they cannot be
easily removed when temperature or activity levels change. Underwear that might keep a sedentary person comfortable can Quickly
become too warm and moisture laden as the person's activity level
increases. Absorbency is especially important with activity. Natural
fibers might not be more absorbent than synthetics because processing done to make cotton and wool washable affects their absorbency.
The outdoorsman might select a separate shirt and insulated long
pants made of three layers. The first layer should be of a soft. absorbent material such as cotton: the second layer of fiber filling; and the
outer layer of a tightly woven fabric for durability and strength. Down
has not been satisfactory as an inner layer of underwear because it
holds moisture and does not allow for evaporation. The three layers
are usually Quilted together. Indoor underwear is uaually thermal
knit ~ith tiny air pockets which must be covered with another layer of
clothing to form an insulative layer of air spaces. Consumer Research
(December 1979) rated rachel knits which have narrow air spaces
alternately positioned on both sides of the fabric as more desirable
than circular knits which have narrow spaces that run the length of
the fabric. Good Housekeeping (November 1978) rated waffle, honey,
interlock, double layer, ribbed, pointelle, fishnet, and Vinyon acrylic.
Bruche Vinyon acrylic received their best rating, but it must be line
dried as it shrinks in the clothes dryer. Thin cotton waffle knit
received their lowest rating for thermal insulation.
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The upper torso is the most practical area for layer ing as sweaters
and jackets can be easily removed anywhere. Turtlenecks. ties. snug
cu ffs, and belted styles are good at keeping heat in and avoiding
ven til ation wit h body movement.
The lower torso can be covered with woolen pants that fit snuggly
enough to be tucked in sid e the boot. Wool fleece has a clo value of 0.285
while wool serge is only 0.111 clo so it is important not to select a thin.
fl at wool (Fou rt and Hollies 1970). Borrowing the words from t he
shampoo commercial. choose "fluffy. not fla t" fabrics. Quilts. piles.
naps. and battings are all suitable for the torso. Oute r joggi ng style
pants that zip above t he ankle can be pu lled over boots for extra
insulation in times of low activity and removed easily whe n activity
increases(Osgood 1978). Especially outside it is important to remember
the more you do. the less you wear. Cotton jeans conduct heat away
from the body very rapidly when they are wet and offer little wind
resistance so they are poor outdoor winter wear.
Outerwear for winter is ava ilable in a wide variety of styles and
fabrics. To take advantage of the sun. outerwear should be dark for
heat absorbency or a warm hue such as red, purple. or yellow for a
feeling of warmth ("Keeping Warm" Un iversi ty of Kentucky). Fit
should be snug enought to avoid ventilation from wind or body movement. Belting helps prevent wind from moving from the bottom opening to the top of a coat. Good Homekeeping (October 1978) rated 16
coats and found a r ip stop nylon ski coat fill ed wit h down to be the best
insulator. A smooth leather flight jacket with acryli c pile lining rated
last. The thi cker battings of down. Holl oW. and polyester are finding
competition on the market from the newer thin insu lators. Thinsulate
was developed by the 3M company and is made of tiny polyolefin
fibers. It aborbs less than l %of its weigh t in water. drys quick ly, and
retains its loft. Sontiq ue is made by DuPont from dacron. It oifers 70%
of the insulation value of a n equal weight of Hollofil in a much thinner
product. Thinsulate and Sontique can be used in more styles with a
more ta lored look than the fl uffier battings.
Gore-Tex is another new product used in outerwear. It was introduced in 1976 after having been made for medical use as artificial
blood vessels (Osgood 1978). Gore-Tex is made of a film of polytetraCluoroethylene (Teflon) and is finding a great deal of use in t he outdoor
spo rtsman's market. Work has also been done on reClective materials
for outerwear. Gold man ("Evaluating the Physiologic Effects of Clothing on t he Wearer") reports that the failure of a highly publicized
refl ective coat li ning discou raged the use of refl ectives. Howeve r. new
techn iques for depositing refl ective material s on tough plastics and
nonwovens appea r more successful. Housecoat Garments. Ltd. of
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London has introduced a bathrobe style coat for older people that
retains up to 80% of the body heat. It has been called a "Spacecoat"
because the lining is a thin deposit of alumninum on Tyvek. a nonwoven product similar to material used by NASA(DeaignNewsI978).
Sandwiching several layers of batting between two reflective layers
has been effective at reflecting body heat, but it has been difficult to
construct the layers into outerwear because of compression during
construction. (Goldman "Evaluating the Physiologic Effects of Clothing on the Wearer").
The outdoor sportswear market has contributed to outerwear
development. Flannel Nyle. which was originally made to cover the
windshields of lightairplanes, has been used by sportswear manufactUrers to produce jogging suits. Antron nylon is used on the outside
surface of the jogging suit to repel wind and moisture; Flannel Nyle
provides the middle layer, and absorbent cotton is next to the skin.
These layers form a breathable, weather resistant fabric that is light
weight and can be tied around the waist when not worn. A winter
jogging suit includes a cotton polymesh inside that acts as thermal
underwear trapping the heat from body activity. In extreme weather,
both the winter and summer suits can be worn together. Kabiak, the
designer of the suits. states that "we have discoverd that by eliminat,.ing or minimizing the pain innieted by the elements we are free to
concentrate on the pain we innicton ourselves" (Campbell 1980). The
sportswear market for outdoor recreation has made substantial contributions to thermal comfort in outerwear.
Headgear should receive particular attention because of the large
amount of heat that can escape from the head.. Hata, scarfs, face
masks, and ear coverings should fit snuggly.
DRESSING FOR SUMMER

Skin moisture, rather than temperature, is the indicator for
summer thermal comfort. A 20% wetness on the skin's surface is
perceived as uncomfortable. Evaporation is more effective from the
skin than from fabrics, so if evaporation were the only consideration
one would be more comfortable without clothing. Since there are other
considerations, such as modesty, it is essential to select an absorbent
fabric that will interfere as little as possible with evaporation. Goldman ("Underclothing and its Physiological Effects in a Hot-D ry
Environment") reports that as little underwear as possi ble should be
worn . He found no advantage to fish net ("Norse Net") or ladder net
fa brics which cla imed cooler underclothing. Pantyhose should be

t
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avoided in summer, or if worn, should have a cotton insert or cotton
top. Men's socks should be light weight and absorbent. Cotton is a good
summer sock fabric. Shoes should be of breathable material with as
many openings as possible. Sandals offer the most summer comfort.
The torso should be covered with light colors that reflect the sun's
rays. Being in direct sunlight can add 10° effective temperature, so
care should be taken to cover the body and head with reflective colors.
Indoors cool colors of blues and greens add to a feeling of coolness. Flat
fabric s, such as linen, which do not hold air are comfortable especially
with open weaves. Clothing should fit loosely around the body and at
openings suc h as the neck and arms. This allows for ventilation from
body movement and wind. Men should avoid t ies and wear unlined
coats if coats are needed for their jobs. Women will be cooler in skirts
than slacks. As much as possible, clothing should be kept to one layer.
Accesso ries such as jewelry and belts add a feeling of warmth and
should be avoided.

NON-CONTACT TEXTILES
In addition to the textiles used in clothing, there are textiles in our
environments which do not come in direct contact with our bodies.
These non-contact items include carpets, draperies. wall coverings,
and insulative materials that are added to the shells of houses. They
are valuable fo r their insu lative and reflective properties.
In a Monsanto study it was found that carpeting with a fibrous pad
offered up to 53% more insulation than a hard wood floor (Crippen
"Savings Data"). Vigo reported carpets as 54% more insulative than
wood and 72% more insul ative than concrete (Vigo and Hassen boehler
"Effective Use of Tex tiles for Energy Concervation"). Clinard found R
values for vinyl floo rs to be 0.05, carpets with fiberous pads 2.08, and
carpets with foam pads 1.23. Research at Kansas State University has
shown car peted homes are 5-13% less expensive to heat than uncarpeted homes. but Hager reported carpeting to be of little insulative
value in multistory buildings (Crippen "Savings Data"). The insulative value of ca rpeti ng is a function of thickness and pile density.
F ineness of filament. thread count. and fiber crim p should also be
considered in selecting carpets for their thermal properties.
Renner and Smith estim ated that 50-70% of summer cooling cost is
caused by heat from the sun coming in windows. Conversely, 30-45%of
winter house heat escapes through windows (C rippen "Savings
Data").
The value of solar shades and reflective films or add-on-insulators
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can be substantial. A single pane window can transmit 85% solar
energy; a film covering can reduce this to 21%. A window screen made
from glass fiber filaments that are coated with vinyl before weaving
has been found to filter out 75% of the sun's heat (Vigo and Hassenboehler) and is also effective in reflecting house heat in winter.
There is some controversy over the value of foam backings on
draperies as to whether the trapped cold air is eventually drawn into
the room by the warmer room temperature (Crippen "Savings Data").
However, Dix and Lavan reported that a medium colored drapery
with a white plastic backing can reduce the conductive heat loss in
winter by 6-7%, and reduce conductive and radiant heat in the
summer by 33% (Vigo and Hassenboehler). They concluded that
shades and inside casements were more effective than draperies in
reducing winter heat loss. If draperies are used alone, their ability to
block air flow should be their most important factor. Proper installation is important so that convection does not occur from the ceiling,
under the curtain, and out the floor.
Little work has been done on the insulative value of wall coverings,
but mathematical equations have been developed to calculate the
insulative value of the air space formed between the wall and wall
coverings (Vigo and Hassenboehler).

INDIRECT CONTACT TEXTILES
Indirect contact items include bedding materials and upholstered
items , but bedding materials offer more insulation since they surround the body. Thermal blankets have an open weave construction
that provides spaces to trap insulative air when aconventional blanket
is used on top of them in cold weather. In warmer weather when
insluation is not desired, the thermal blanket can be used alone with
the open weave allowing heat to pass from the body. Consumer R eports
(December 1979) evaluators found the insulation value of some conventionally woven blankets increased with washing due to shrinkage
which produced a tighter weave. Body blankets, which are used for
sitting rather than sleeping, zip up the front and have arm holes to
allow you to use your hands. The body blanket allows you to keep your
thermostat at an activity level while keeping you comfortable at a
resting level.
Several types of insulators are available for bedding comforters.
Down , which is the soft. fluffy portion of a goose's undercoating, is the
warmest comforter insulator for its weight and is highly resilient, but
it mats when wet and loses its inslulating properties. Polyester batting
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is heavier and less compressible than down. and italso loses its insulat·
ing ability when wet. Of the polyester battings. Hollofil provides the
most warmth per unit weight because its fiber s are constructed with
hollow centers allowing for trapped insu lative air. Many of the bat·
tings require quilting to keep them in place. PolarGuard is made of
continuous filam ents that form a stable sheet so no quilting is
required. Needlepunching is another method of forming a stable pro-duct where fibers are interlocked into a base fabric. These battings
may also be used for sleep ing bags and outerwear. Nylon rip stop. a
tightly woven fabric with two threads tw isted together for additional
strength throughout the weave, is often used as an outer garment
rover for batting filled ooats(Coatsand Clark Inc. "Nylon Ripstop and Taffeta"}.

SUMMARY
In summary, guidelines for winter dressing include:
1. Select fabrics that hold air well
2. Use layers of clothing
3. Keepclothingsnug. but not tight enough to destroy the air layer.
and keep openings closed
4. Keep head . hands. and feet covered
6. Use absorbent. dark colors. or warm colors
6. Keep absorbent fabrics near the skin

and for summer:
1. Select flat fabrics with open weaves

2.
3.
4.
5.

Use one layer
Wear loose clothing
Use absorbent materials
Wear white. reflective colors. or cool colors.

With the increased interest in energy. many people have found it a
perfect time to investigate the thermal comfort of clothing. Some
believe most progress can be made in new products. Grieter is work·
ing on an ultra·violet radiation permeable fabric that will allow sun
tanning while clothed. Hansen is working on solvents in hollow ele·
ments of fabrics that wou ld solidify and expel a gas which wou ld
inflate the hollow elements increasing their thermal insulation value
(Textile Progress 1977). Others believe with Mecheels (Crippen
"Des ign Guide lin es~') that the "fastest route is to use knowledge
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already available" and further explore knits. In either case, thermal
properties of fabri cs offer a challenge to many areas of scientific
research.

CONCLUSIONS
Effective use of the energy properties of textiles in clothing can
allow individual thermal comfort within the FEA guidelines of 68·
70°F winter and 78·80°F summer temperature ranges. With motiva·
tion many individuals can adjust to stricter guidelines. Thus. textiles
properly used in clothing can offer energy savings by allowing conservative thermostat settings without sacrificing thermal comfort.
Non·contact and indirect contact textiles used within the home
offer insulation which further reduces the amount of energy needed to
maintain space temperatures. Textile products such as draperies
allow the home occupant to manage the environment by openingsouth
facing draperies during the day for solar gain and closing them at
night to prevent heat loss.
Clearly. textiles can provide substantial energy savings. With
further research in developing and measbring textiles for thermal
comfort. the consumer can realize greater energy savings.
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A HISTORI CAL APPROACH TO THE UNDERSTANDING
OF CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
by Lanna G. Ma.r tin
Even though the term "civil disobedience" has existed only one
hundred thirty-oneyears, the principles of the term have been enacted
since Bibl ical times. Hugo A. Bedau'sdefini t ion elucidates those pr inciples when he states that civil d isobedience is "an act which is committed illegally, publicly , nonviolently, and conscie ntiously with the
intent to fru strate (one 00 the laws, poli cies, or decis ions oLgovernment."1 Charles Frankel. in his article, "Is It Ever Right to Break the
Law'!." further elaborates civil disobedience, saying, "The goals of
t hose who disobey the law have to lie at the very heart of what we
regard as morality before we can say that they have a moral right(not
legal) to do what they are doing,"~ and the civilly disobedient person
must be willing to su ffer or even to die for hi s cause. s Richard Wasserstrom, writing in UCLA Law Review. states the two views of civil
disobedience: "One certainly has the right to disobey the law and one
must never di sobey the law.'" Pres identJohn F. Kennedy in a speech
advocated the latter view:
Our nation is fou nded on the principle that observance of
the law is the eternal safeguard of liberty and defiance of
the law is the surest road to tyranny .... Americans are free.
ln short. to di sagree with the law , but not to disobey it. ~
Historically, however, the view that an ind ividual does have the
right to disobey the law has been stronger. During the reign ofNebuchadnezzar in Babylon, an important actor civil disobed ience occurred
and is recorded in the Book of Daniel in the Bible. In 585 B.C. King
Nebuchadnezzar decreed that all of his subjects mu st "bow down and
worship a hugh golden idol or else be thrown into a fiery furnace."6
Shadrach, Mes ha ch, and Abedn ego-three fr ien ds of Daniel - '
dec ided that they could not obey this law, becau se it violated the
higher Jaw of God;8 therefore, the three men were civilly disobedient
when they acted "i ll egally, publicly. nonviolently, and con scientiously."9 According to the Biblical account, the men were thrown into
the furnace and were saved by God. Th ei r act of civ il disobedience was
effective. because Nebuchadnezzar changed the law. tO
Much later in history, St. Augustine (A. 0 .354-430) and 8t. Thomas
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Aquinas (1225-1274) considered the relationship of man, human law,
and div ine law. S1. Augustine's thoughts concerning human conduct
and human destiny were "molded very largely by the New Testament
and by the Christ ian church's tradition in understanding its conception of div ine law and commandment."lI One of St. August ine's statements on law is often quoted in the study of civil disobedience: "A law
that is not just seems to be no law at a11."12 St. Thomas Aquinas
included this statement of Augustine inSumm,a Th eologica( 1266-73)13
and from this t hought concludes that unjust laws do not bind a man in
consc ience, I. an idea wh ich he elaborates by saying,"Laws may be
unjust through being opposed to the Divine good. Such are the laws of
tyrants inducing idolatry, or to anything else contrary to the Divine
Law; and laws of this kind must in no way be observed, because as
stated in A cts 5:29, 'We ought to obey God rather than men.' "1 5 Aquinas encourages the use of civ il disobedience when human law contradicts the Divine law,
For modern examples of civ il disobedience, one needs to examine
the thoughts and actions of Henry David Thoreau. the author of the
now-famous essay, "Civil Disobedience," which provides the term
itself; of Leo Tol stoy and hi s doctrine of non-resistance to evil in
Russ ia: of Mohandas K. Gandhi and his satyagraha campaigns in
South Africa and India; of Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr., and hi s
phi losophy of non-violence in the United States; and of Alexander
Solzhenitsy n and civil disobedience in the Soviet Union. An examination of these leaders of the principles of civil disobedience reveals that
exchanging of thoughts, ideas, and literature occurred among them,
and these exchanges directly or indirectly cau sed other sim ilarities in
their theories and practices of civil disobedience.
The term "c ivil disobedie nce" is attributed to Hen ry David Thoreau ; it came into being as a result of his spending a night in the
Concord jail Cor refusing to pay hi s poll lax. 16 His short stay in jail "left
an indelible impression" on him , and after thinking for two years
about his confl ict with the government. he wrote in 1849 "Civil Disobedience,"I? "a sharp statement of the duty of resistance to govern mental authority when it is unjustly exercised." 18 One author when
referring to Thoreau said, "He made an essay called 'Civil Disobedience' out of his prison experience, fusing the soft coal of hi s night in
jail in to solid diamond."19 As a result of the publication. of "C~vi l
Di sobedience," many fol lowers-greater and lesser- arose. Including
Gandhi, Kin g, Tol stoy, Solzhenitsy n, and others like William Butler
Yeats. W. H. Hudson, and H. M. Tomlinson,wall of whom adhered to
the pr inciples concerning th e "defense of the private conscience
against majority exped iency."21The difference between Thoreau and
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hi s followers was that he did not like people as much as they; as a
matter of fact, "(Walt) Whitman discerned in him 'a morbid dislike of
humanity.' "22 Much of what Thoreau wrote was based on or was
inspired by what he read. He was interested in India and in the
Bhagavad Gi1.a, the Veda, and the Upanishad.23 (Later. Gandhi read
and was influenced by these same writings.,· In addition to these
Indian religious classics, Thoreau also read the Bible and used it to
support some of his statements in "Civil Disobedience":
For eighteen hundred years, though perchance I have no
right to say it, the New Testament has been written. yet
where is the legi slator who has wisdom and practical talent
enough to avail himself of the light which it (the New Testament) sheds on the science of legislation?25
Later in the essay, Thoreau speaks of the role of man's conscience:
Must the citizen even for a moment or in the least degree
resign his conscience to the legislator? Why has every man a
conscience, then? I think that we should be men first, and
subjects afterward .... The only obligation which I have a
right to assume is to do at any time what I think is right. 28
Thoreau further encouraged individuals to act according to their
consciences by saying, "For it matters not how small the beginning
may seem to be: what is once done well is done forever.''!1 Insistent
"that his business was not to change the world but to solve the prob·
lemsofliving in it,"28Thoreau honestly tried to solve the problems that
he saw and provided support, in the form of hi s essay, for his followers.
The impact of Thoreau's ideas was greater than his age had suspected.s
Evidently, Tolstoy had read Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience," because
in a letter to a revolutionist, he referred to the essay: "In America, for
example, the question was worked out from all sides fift~ years
ago .. ." 3(1 Most scholars agree that Tolstoy was aware of Thoreau s essay
as he was defining his doctrine of non-resistance to evil. But primarily.
his experiences with religion and social conditions in Russia were the
bases of his doctrine. In his adult years, Tolstoy suddenly realized the
existence of God. Tolstoy wrote: "I live. really live, only when I feel
Him and seek Him." sl After this religious awakening, Tolstoy returned
to "the faith of his father"-the Orthodox Church,u but soon after his
return to the Church, he became distressed by inconsistencies within
the Church: he could not understand how any church could pray,
"Vanquish the enemies," when he felt that the churchs should pray for
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their enemies.s:! In his diary, March 5, 1855, Tolstoy wrote:
To-day I received communion. Yesterday a conversation
about Divinity and Faith suggested to me a great, a stupendous, idea to the realisation (sic) of which I feel capable
of devoting my life. That idea is the founding of a new
religion corresponding to the present development of mankind : the religion of Christ out purged of dogmas and
mysticism-a practical religion, not promisi ng fulure bliss
but giving bliss on earth.SoI
Tolstoy left the Orthodox Church and turned to the New Testament,
and during this next period of this life, he put aside most fictional
writings for informative thoughts about "his findings in theGospels.":J6
Tolstoy did devote the remainder of his life to this new religion ,
which became his doctrine of non-resistance to evil. He employed
non-resistance to help those people trampled by the powers of the
state. Tolstoy found his rule of non-resistance to evil in the Sermon on
the Mount, in the New Testament: "Resist not evil." (Matthew 5:39)36
From the Sermon on the Mount, Tolstoy drew several other principles
of his doctrine, recording them in a long essay titled, "What I Believe":
(1) Christ bids us not be angry with anyone.
(2) Never resist the evildoer by force; do not meet violence with
violence. If they beat you, endure it.
(3) Account all men as brothers. Love them and do good to
them. Men need only trust Christ's teaching and obey itand
there will be peace on earth.:n
During the 1880's, he used pamphlets, essays, and his literary
works to sp read hi s ideas and doctrine; "There was indeed hardly an
evil that escaped Tol stoy's scrutiny."38 He felt that it was "his duty to
tear off all masks in order to show the ugly face of reality."3i This mass
of writings was "peddled all over Russia" to open the eyes of the
aristocrats and "over-refined intellectuals and the half-literate peasants and factory workers: the Tsarist police allowed Tolstoy to spread
hi s ides because they did not want to make him a martyr.~o According
to one author, Tolstoy attempted "to state 'the religion of Christ ...
purged of dogmas and mysticism' " in What I Believe (1884), Th e
Gos pels in Brief( 1892), Th e Kingdom of God Is W1:thin You (1893), and
What. Is Religion aJld Whe rein Lies /t.q Essence (1902).41 Probably the
two most influential of Tolstoy's religious works were Th e Kingdom of
God Is Within You and The Resllrrect-ion (1 899); the former demon-
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strates the "futility of war, condeming munitions dealers, generals,
and the Orthodox Church as violence-mongers"42 and, later, became
inspirational to Gandhi:~3 the latter created a stir among the peasants
and among the government officials in Russia.~~ Also during this
period of intense dedication to the futhering of his doctrine, Tolstoy
wrote a letter entitled. "On Non-Resistance to Evil." in which he stated
his rule and his reasons for the formulation of the doctrine.~5
Tolstoy aided many groups who were powerless to the State. In 1891
in the provinces of Central Russia, "a devastating famine" occurred ,46
and Tolstoy and his helpers kept the people alive by furnishing soup
kitchens. by providing warm clothes, and by Tolstoy's pleading to the
upper-class for money; the Church and the State sent nothing. 47 Tol·
stoy also worked to help the doukhoboTS. the Russian non-conformist
sect. because he agreed with their principles of "condemnation of
violence, of taking life and of all church-ritual," and because they were
persecuted by the State.~8 Tolstoy did not confine his condemnation of
the State to Russia. He sent a fiery description of the mistreatment of
the doukhobors to London, and the description was published as The
Persecution of the Christians in Russia in 1895. ~9 Of course, by this
time the State had begun to censor. to confiscate, and to suppress
Tolstoy's work. 60 Hurriedly, he completed The Resurrection and gave
the profits to the doukhoOOrs. 61
As a resuitofhis efforts for the non-conformist sect and his scathing
attack on the Orthodox Church in The Resurrection. Tolstoy was
excommunicated in 1901.6% Although he was banned from his church,
censored. and suppressed by the State. he was able to reach and to help
millions of Russians, who loved and cheered him,r.3 but he also was able
to reach millions of other oppressed people by the spreading of his
thoughts and ideas by way of his literature.
No doubt. Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience" influenced Mohandas K.
Gandhi. In fact. author Max Lerner comments that the essay became
"the foundation of the Indian civil disobedien ce movement."r,4 Actually.
Gandhi's experience with the principles of civil disobedience began
before 1907. when he is supposed to have read the essay.!t5 As early as
1893, Gandhi had a "critical experience" in Pielermaritzburg, South
Africa: Gandhi, who held a first-class railroad ticket, was pushed by a
white guard from the compartment into the waiting room. Remembering this experience. Gandhi later said, "My active non-violence
began from that date. "M After completing his legal studies in London
in 1891. Gandhi began a law career which floundered until it gained
momentum about 1894 ,'1 at which time Gandhi began to visit India.
where "he took over a weekly publication called Indian Opinion to
fight the settlers' cause."5Il Before Gandhi introduced his term "satyagraha."
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made "an extensive study" of Tolstoy's The Gospels in Brief and What

to Do. In 1907 Gandhi finally wrote to Tolstoy and a correspondence
ensued. Gandhi attempted to live by the precepts of the Sermon on the
Mount as a result of his contact with Tolstoy,80 and much of the Sermon
on the Mount became important tosatyagraha, particularly the verse,
" ... ye resist notevil,"81 which was the crux of Tolstoy's non-resistanceto-evil doctrine. Tolstoy caused Gandhi to believe in the possibilities of
universallove,82 which, Tolstoy said, could be accomplished only with
non-violence. Gandhi said:
I believe non-violence is infinitely superior to violence, forgiveness is more manly than punishment... Strength does
not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.lIS
Possessing an "indomitable will" and being "a blend of the East and
the West, of the ancient and the modern"u Gandhi led and loved his
people.
After having read Thoreauss and Gandhi,86 Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., formed his philosophy of non-violence to help blacks in the
United States attain their civil rights,S? which, King believed, the
white majority had previously ignored or abused. King's first
knowledge of "Civil Disobedience" came when King was attending
Morehou se College. He stated that the essay "stirred him more deeply
and permanently than any other classroom encourter."88 In adiscussion
with his wife, Coretta, he explained h is emotions when he first read
the essay. He dated the genesis of his philosophy of non-violence from
that reading. 89 He vowed that the next time he was confronted by an
"evil law" he would meet the law with non-violence; thatconfrontation
arose during the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 1956. 90 The actual boycott. an "instance often thought of as the epitome of civil
disobedience. was. in fact, lawful protest,"91 but other protests which
followed the Bus Boycott breached local ordinances and therefore
were civil disobedience; for example, the si t-ins, the demonstrations,
and the "freedom rides" violated locallaws. 92
In 1959, after much thought of Gandhi and non-violence. King,
Coretta, and a friend, Professor Reddick, journeyed to India. where
they met with top scholars to discuss Gandhi and satyagraha. 93 King
returned to the United States, where his first uses of non-violence
were encouraged by "white intellectuals. politicians, and other public
officials."!M In early 1963 in Birmingham, Alabama, King led mass
demonstrations to fight segregation.9~ Violence erupted. King was
arrested. and t he nation was outraged,96 During his stay in jail. King
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recei ved a letter from eight Alabama clergymen, urging King to use
"proper channels" in government to achieve his goals.'" King replied
with his now-famou s "Letter from the Birmingham City J ail." in
which he said:
We have waited 340 years for our constitutional and Godgiven rights. The nations of Asia and Africa are moving
with jet-like speed toward the goal of political independence, and we still creep at horse and buggy pace toward
the gaining of a cup of coffee at a lunch counter.911
King, an avid reader of St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas, continued his letter by Quoting these men. Of St. Augustine's thoughts,
King said:
There are just laws and there are unjust laws. I would be the
first to advocate obeyi ng just laws. One has not only a legal
but a moral responsibility to obey just laws. Conversely, one
has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws. I would
agree with St. Augustine that 'An unjust law is no law at
all. '99
One reason that King so firmly advocated non-violence was that he
believed that it cou ld "touch men where the law cannot reach them."IOO
King, like Tolstoy and Gandhi, enumerated the basic steps of
campaigns of non-v iolence:
(1) Collection of the facts to determine whether injustices are

alive.
(2) Negotiation

(3) Self-determination
(4) Direct action (protests, sit-i ns, demonstrations, etc.).IOI
King used these steps in his non-violent campaigns of "March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedo~ (1963), in which 200,000 participated,"]02 and in Birmingham, Alabama (1963). After Martin
L~ther King's efforts. the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting
Rights Acts of 1965 became laws. loa These two acts were the fir st
legislation passed to aid the blacks in striving for equality, and King's
leadership of his people in the non-violence movements probably was
the most importan t factor in the attaining of these civil rights.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn of the Soviet Union is perhaps the most
famou s and infl ue ntial of the modern advocates of civil di sobedie nce.
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While residing in the Soviet Union, Solzhenitsyn condemned the idea
on which communism was based: t he idea that one group ofpeopie has
the right to repress another group. 104 He also attacked the government's
arbitrary use of power. II» But what Solzhenitsyn abhorred the most
was the communists' execution of political prisoners; he knew from his
eleven-year prison term what brutality and terror existed within
prison walls. I06 Solzhenitsyn's imprisonment provided ideas and
details for his novels, but more important to the development of his
doctrine of civil disobedience, his incarceration caused a spi r itual
transformation. whi ch was probably the most momentous event in his
life. 107 Since Communism stressed godlessness. lOS Solzhenitsyn, as a
Christian, found more atrocities commited by the State. Solzhenitsyn
and other Chr isti ans refused to believe the lies of the State; he urged
the Christians to maintain their spirit and consc ience. 109 Like Tolstoy,
Solzhenitsyn put his protests into writing in the forms of letters,
essays, articles, and novels.1I0 In hi s essay, "Live Not By Lies," he
encouraged the Soviet citizens to refuse to be manipulated: "Let us
refuse to say what we do not think."ILL Although Solzhenitsyn open ly
advocated moral revolution, which was to be accomplished by civil
disobedience. ll2 he realized that participation in such a movement
could result in the loss of ajob or a home or even in imprisonment.1I3 In
spite of these possib ili t ies, Solzhenitsyn told the people that this form
of civ il disobedience wasslill iess dangerous than the form Gandhi and
his fo llowers used against the British adm inistration in Ind ia.ll~ In
DvePress-Konjerentsii. Solzhenitsyn proposed that if tens of thousands
would participate in a program of "civ ic (sic) disobedience," the cou ntry would change "in months not years."115 The Soviet government
in an attempt to silence Solzhenitsyn. whose number of follow ers was
increasing. exiled him . Since his exile. he has developed a prophet-like
nature-predicting the "imminent collapse of the West" with an
urgent and "doom-laden tone."116 Solzhenitsyn has expressed the
desire to return to the Soviet Union. 1I1 Perhaps he feels that his work
for the masses of persecuted peop le is not done. Solzhenitsyn's efforts
and recent predictions have alerted the West to the current problems
of these people of the Soviet Union, and he and his followers, including
those still in the Soviet Union, are still trying to employ civil disobedience there in order to change the lives of oppressed Russian citizens.
From at least 585 B.C., when those famous three defied
Nebuchadnezzar, men in different societies haveenacled the principles
of civil disobedience. Moreover , since the publication of "Civil
Disobedience" in 1849, men have discussed and written about the
applications of these principles. Thoreau, Tol stoy, Gandhi. King, and
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Solzhenitsyn each defin ed and/or enumerated the tenets of his doctrine: read and borrowed ideas from other great leaders who effective ly practiced and advocated civil disobedience: believed in God and
relied on the New Testament: and insisted that man has a moral duty
to fo llow his consc ience when it conflicts with an unjust law. Thoreau
and Tolstoy caused the great growth of the idea in the mid to late
nineteenth ce ntury: Gandhi bridged the nineteenth and twe nt ieth
centu ries with his satyagraha campaignsof non-resistance to evil. and
King and Solzhenitsyn have left indelible marks in the history of civ il
disobedience during their efforts in the twentieth ce ntury. The efforts
of these five men and their many followers to achieve a soc iety based
on just laws are recorded in a long hi story of civil di sobedience. which
began before Christ and continues even today.
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THE COMPUTER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY AND
THE BURROUGHS CORPORATION

M

by Tammy J. Atwood

Introduction
The use of computers to process and store information has permeated many fields in our society today. Computers are used in business, science, health care, home management and various other areas.
Customers include industrial users, government agencies, business
and professional groups, and homemakers_Some of the largercomputer manufacturers are producing home computers to reach customers
in this new markeLls With the increasing number of uses for computers, the world market for them has grown tremendously, The United
States market comprises 48% of the total world market, followed by
the Western European market with 30% of the total." The computer
manufacturing industry is continuing to enjoy growing revenues and
increased profitability, The purpose of this report is to examine the
computer manufacturing industry more closely and to look at one
company in that industry, the Burroughs Corporation.

,
J

The Industry
United States sales of computers and related equipment grew from
$14.5 billion in 1978 to $17,9 billion in 1979,11 Products sold in this
industry are divided into two groups: hardware and software_ The
mainframe computers (hardware) are divided into three classifications by processing capabilities and size of memory . These groups are
large, mid-range, and small computers. Programming packages
(software) are usually produced for the computer; however the trend
now is toward "unbundling" or making the software and hardware
less dependent on one another_More emphasis is now being placed on
software as a marketable product in the industry.1t This new emphasis is largely due to the decreasing prices of hardware.
The cost of manufacturing hardware is expected todecrease 20% to
25%, This decrease can be attributed to the technological strides in
semiconductors (an essential element in producing hardware). The
price of memory storage will be substantially lowered and maufaeturers should benefit from these lower costs. III
The main companies in this industry are IBM , NCR, Burroughs,
Honeywell , Sperry Univac, and Control Data. Since the start of the
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computer industry through the 1960's, the companies were referred to
as "IBM and the seven dwarfs", 16 Several of the early manufacturers
(such as General Electric. Digital Equipment, and Scientific Data
Systems) have since dropped out of the scene.' Those who have survived are now multinational firms with revenues in excess of$2 billion
each. The giant of the group, IBM , has two-thirds of the electronic
data processing market with revenues in excess of $21 billion}' The
second largest mainframe producer. Burroughs Corporation. has
revenues of only $2.5 billion. 21 Control Data, Honeywell. NCR, and
Sperry Univac had revenuesof$2.2 billion, $4.2 billion , $3 billion and
$4.7 billion respectively in 1979.20

Capital requirements for entry into this industry are exorbitant
and a long-standing reputation for quality products is essential; therefore, theemergence of new companies in this industry is unlikely.2The
existing five smaller companies are highly competitive with each
other and with IBM .15 IBM sets the pace in the industry, however. All
of the manufacturers have general product catagories that parallel
IBM's line. The only exception to this pattern is in minicomputers
which IBM did not begin producing until 1977. 16 Minicomputers
represent the fastest growing area in the industry and their developers tend to be the most innovative. This is especially important since
innovation is the single most important key to competitive succesS. 16
The industry has a unique pricing situation. IBM's prices provide
an umbrella for the other companies furnishing them with high profit
margins; however, if IBM should change its strategy, pricing could
become extremely competitive)' As a general rule, 18M's prices are
higher than the other's because of its high-quality service and operatingsupport. Recently IBM introduced its new 4300 series which was
priced aggressiv~ly and started a round of industry-wide price
increases.20 The sensitivity of prices in general to the actions of IBM
and other indications of IBM's total dominance of the industry has
lead to a series of anti-trust litigations against the company.
The earliest litigations began as far back as 1932 when IBM was
charged with restraining trade by requiring companies to use only the
punched cards it produced for its machines. In January 1969, the
Justice Department filed an anti-trust suit again st IBM for monopolizing and attempting to monopolize the market for general purpose
digital computers in violation of the Sherman Act. This eleven-yearold suit is still pending. 26 Government officials have announced their
aim of modifying the structure of the industry in ord er to increase
competition.2 One task force has recommended its plan for dividing
IBM into five separate companies, each having its own research and
development. manufacturing, sales and service departments.' Set-
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tlement of this suit may not be forthcoming for quite some time but the
consequences of the settlement could greatly alter the present structure of the industry and IBM's dominance of it.23
The industry is currently enjoying a period of rapid growth which is
expected to continue throughout the 1980's. Worldwide shipments
rose 17% in 1979 and revenues rose 15% to 20%. These trends should
continue and earnings for the six firms should increase 13% to 15%.20
Even if the government's inOation-fighting policies create a deeper
recession than is now expected, computer manufacturers should see a
rise in profits due tothe large supplyofbackorders to be filled and the
continued striving of firms for greater operating efficiencies which
the computer can provide. to Profit margins for the six firms may
narrow, however, because of increased financing and other costs and
because of the trend toward leasing computer systems rather than
buying them. 20 This trend may be attributed to buyer's anticipation of
radical new designs in IBM's recent and expected releases and totheir
reluctance to commit themselves until the effects of these releases are
known. 12
One trend which should help counteract the movement toward
leasing and increase sales of hardware is the use of distributed data
processing. Distributed data processing involves the tying together of
several lower-cost minicomputers and terminals into a communications network rather than using one largecomputer.21 The demand for
these distributed data processing systems is expected to increase at a
rate of 30% annually.,
This demand will enhance the growth of minicomputers which is
already the fastest growing area in the industry. Shipments of minicomputers are expected to comprise one-third of all computer processor shipments and revenues from them should rise 25%.20 Companies
should diversify into these smaller lines because it would improve
their abil ity to withstand an economic downturn. to The demand for all
computer hardware should remain high, though, for several reasons.
Hardware prices are currently low in relation to performance. Competitive forces and technological innovations should continue to hold
prices down. Even if prices do rise, they will increase at a slower rate
than the inflation rate which makes computers an attractive investment. Demand should also remain high because computers raise the
productivity of labor and help the firm to counteract high personnel
and raw materials costS.20
Since prices of hardware are expected to remain low, companies
will be relying more and more on sales of software to increase
revenues. Software must be produced by skilled technicians, however,
which will cause the industry to become more labor-intensive. Most
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users will have to raise their numbers of computer personnel 7% to
8%.19 Leading makers are already spending half of their research and
development on software which is more costly to produce due to the
cost of skilled t.echnicians.20
Another new source of reve nue for computer makers is the home
computer market. Sales are expected to exceed $300 million in 19S0
and many firm s (including IBM) are looking at the prospects in this
market. These computers are used for education, information, house
management, energy management and entertainment. ls Growth of
this market will be slow, however, due to high prices (starting at
$600), lack of software, and difficulties in operating. I i Japanese
manufacturers are expected to penetrate this market as well as
increase competition in sales of all computers. I' Telecommunications
will also be extremely important in the future because of the demand
for distributed data process ing systems. Thus, the areas computer
manufacturers should concentrate on in the future are as follows:
increasing software capabilities, offering telecommunications, and
developing small systems.I i The industry as a whole should do well
over the next two years because of the emphasis being placed on
increasing productivity. the good balance sheet strengths of the companies, and the reduced time periods required for computers to pay
for themselves in production savings. 8
The Burrough Corporation
The Burroughs CorporJl.tion was incorporated in 1905 as Burroughs Adding Machine Company and adopted its present name in
1953. 11 The firm is ranked second in mainframe computers and is a
major producer of computers, business machines and office supplies. 4
Forty-two percent of the firm's revenues come from its large and
medium sized computers. Two of the large models (B7S00 and B6S00)
can do on-line network management. integrated data base management. and s imultaneous high-volume multiprocessing. The company's
mid-range models (B4S00. B3800. 82800. and upper range B1800)can
serve as host computers or as regional computers in distributed data
processing systems. Z3 The company's base of installed systems is heavily oriented toward the mid-range systems and the firm has more
small and mid-range systems than the industry average. IP Small systems (BSO. B800 and lower range B1800) claim 21% of revenues and
are used in multiprogramming and data communications. Other products and services offered by Burroughs are field engineering services. business forms and office supplies. peripherals. custom products
and electronic components. and systems software. H
In 1979. Burrough5 had revenues of $2.S billion which was an
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increase of 15%.1 Because of higher rental and service revenues and
greater manufacturing efficiencies, Burroughs should have a per
share earnings gain of20%for 1979. 23 The firm claims approximately
6.4%ofth e computer market compared with IBM's shareof64%.1 This
figure illustrates IBM's total dominance of the computer manufacturing industry.
Burroughs' customer base includes a variety of users. The firm 's
Federal and Special System s Group makes custom-built models for
both commercial users and government users.13 In 1978. the company
received an $11 million contract from the Air Force and a $1.6 million
contract from the Army.1 7Military and civil government users constitute a large segment of the firm's customers. The company is also
heavily oriented toward banking and service bureaus with 40% if its
revenues coming from these sources. Foreign customers provide 42%
of the firm 's revenues and 37% of operating income.u.
Assets in Burroughs' foreign operations comprised 33%ofthe firm's
total assets of $2.6 billion in 1977.13 Currently the firm is experiencing
a lag in its overseas markets, however. Its Japan subsidiary controls
6% to 8% of that market but it has been unable to build up its business
in the fast-growing European markets.'This represents one of several
competitive weaknesses Burroughs has. Many products which have
produced steady growth in the past, especially medium to large systems. are now experiencing growing competitive pressures.'
Another weakness the Cirm has is in its software and maintenance
services. Th e company should spend additional resources on expanding these areas.H ln order to achieve the company's growth and profit
goal s. weak spots in product lines and software problems must be
cleared up.' Burroughs' market s hareofsmall bus iness computers has
dropped from 12% to 10.9% in the past four years. This could possibly
be attributed to the corporation's philosophy that any lost market
share can always be regained . The firm is hoping that the introduction
of its B90 model will help change the trend in thi s market.' In order to
keep up with competition, Burroughs needs to ex pand into the areas of
data communication, distribu ted data processing. and office automation. These areas are expected to be dominant throughout the 1980's.'
Management problems have plagued the firm and have kept Burrough s fr om moving into new areas. Due to the dictatorial management style of one of its form er leaders. Ray MacDonald. the company
has a shortage of senior management and lacks the creative management needed in this very innovative indu stry.'
Dis pi te its weaknessess. Burroughs' net income has been r isi ng
steadily even during recess ions. Its operati ng margins are second only
to IBM's margins. While many firms in the industry, including IBM.
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were showing lower profits for 1979. Burroughs had third quarter
increases of 17% in revenues and 21 % in net income.' Its revenues for
1980 are expected to rise 15%and its margins are expected to incr ease
due to h igher volume production and lower interest expense.23
E xpenses assoc iated with long-term debt were only 9% of Burroughs'
costs for 1979,'
The com pany is ded icated to making profi ts and is aggressive in
making strategies which account for much of the firm's success,'
Consumer and employee loyalty has also played a major rol e in making the company successful. In a 1971 su r vey of consumer loyalty.
Burroughs ranked second with 79%of customers staying with the firm
after their first order. IBM ranked first with 82% and NCR was third
with 76%.: Thus, Burrough s has a very good r eputation with its customers which is a prime measu re of competiti ve strength in the computer industry. Burroughs also has the best record of employee loyalty in the industry even though employees are paid lower salaries and
work long hou rs in modest facilities.·
With its present customer base, Burroughs has the momentum to
keep on growing; however. with t he changing market and IBM 's
growing aggressiveness. the firm may have to reformulate its strategy.· The firm 's cur rent position corresponds to Quadrant 1 of the
Boston Consulting Grou p Model. The firm has a strong com petit ive
position in a rapidly growing market . According to the model. the
most attractive alternative strategy for a firm in thi s position is oneof
concentration. Burroughs shou ld concentrate itseffor tson being more
innovative in developing both hardware and softwar e and on bei ng
more aggress ive in marketing its products.
The top managers of the company have each influenced t he firm 's
direction in v'a rious ways. Ray W. MacDonald is credited wi th having
brought the firm from a business mach ines company to a successful
computer manufacturing firm almost si ngle-handedly.' He dominated even the most minute eve rday operations of the firm . He was a
very charismatic leader who controlled all phases of the business and
delegated very little responsibility to mid dle management. 11 Product
planning and development were hindered somewhat si nce MacDonald did all of the firm's product planning when he was fr ee from his
other duties.· The firm' s "growth theory". which is still in effect, was
started by MacDonald. This theory lim its the company's growth to an
annual rate of 15% which is presu mably the maximum sustainable
rate of growth. 1I MacDonald's management style was effective in
bringing the company to the forefront of the computer industry but
many of his methods have kept Burroughs out of high-growth areas.
Thi s is one problem that his successor, Paul S. Mirabito, tried to
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change.'
Since his term as Chief Executive Officer came between two highly
visible leaders, Mirabito's contributions are easily overlooked; however, he has made his mark on the company by encouraging management participation a nd delegating more res ponsibility to midmanagement. One notable move he made was his appointment of a
task force to make product recommendations. This should improve
the company's planning and development of products immensely .•
Mirabito's goals for the firm are to double revenues in the next five
years and to bring pretax margins closer to 25%(IBM'scurrent level).'
Mirabito served as both Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive
Officer but he wanted to be r e placed by two men, one a seasoned
executive (W. Michael Blumenthal) and one an operations man
(Duray E. Strombeck). Strombeck is a young Burroughs career manager while Blumenthal is an internationally known figurehead .Z&
The current Chairman of the Board, W. Michael Blumenthal,
began his term in January 1980. His experiences have included being
a Shanghai refugee. a deputy trade negotiator, a former Secretary of
Treasury and a chief executive of the Bendix Corporation.Z& Although
he knows nothing about computers, Blumenthal's expertise -in hiring
and motivating people and other duties of a top executive are expected
to compensate for his lack of knowledge in this area,ui Blumenthal's
style of management includes delegating responsibilities and staying
out of eve rday affairs. Burroughs' managers are not accustomed to
this type of management which allows them to be more creative
managers.~ Blumenthal should be a tremendous asset to Bourroughs.
As a former Secretary of Treasury, he is well known to the bankers
who comprise a large percentage of Burroughs' customer base. As a
former trade negotiator, his international reputation may help boost
Burroughs' sagging foreign operations. 25
Burroughs' products are sold worldwide in over 120 countries. Its
operations are divided into nine groups by products, markets. and
locations. Four of the nine groups are marketing groups which are the
Busi ness Machines Group, the International Group, the F ederal and
Special Systems Group and the Office Products Group. The follow ing
five groups are manufacturing groups: the Computer Systems Group,
the Small Systems Groups, the Terminal Systems Group, the Peripheral Produ cts Group and the Components Group.J1 Through these
nine divis ions, Burroughs effectively ma nufactures. markets and ser vices its various product lines.
In the future, the company's management plans to maintain the 15%
controlled growth rate while increasing its sales force and expanding
its engineering and manufacturing facilities. 17 However, some ana-
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lysts predict that to continue its present growth rate the firm will have
to move into another business line possibly through acquisition. Its
pretax margin of 19% may also suffer because of IBM's marketing and
prici ng aggressiveness. IS To be successfu l in the 1980's, Burroughs
must develop its small computer systems more fully. Its currently
unannounced 900 series is a step in th is direction. The new series is
expected to have a radical new des ign similar to IBM's new systems ..
The firm needs more product development than it has maintained in
the past and an increased emphasis should be placed on this area in the
future.
Regardless of economic cond itions. Burroughs' revenues should
rise in 1980 for several reasons. The introduction of new price and
perform ance competitive small and medium systems. greater unit
shipments. and an expansion of rental base equipment should lead to
more income for the firm.t4 In the long run, the company's strong
engineering and development organization. it efforts to increase its
market share of mainframe systems. its expansion into minicomputers. and its increased emphasis on software development indicate
that the firm's prospects are very good. 24
As a prospective employer, Burroughs has a lot to offer . In 1979. the
firm employed 56.509 people which is an increase of 3% over the
previous yea r.! Burroughs offers ca reers in sales. marketing. programming. engi neer ing. accounting and finan ce. and research and
product development. The firm has the best record of em ployee loyalty
in the industry.4 With the corporate objective of bei ng the best in the
data processing indu stry, Burroughs has a reputation for developing
the individual employee to t he bestofhisor her ability.' When hiring.
Burroughs looks for people with borad t alent and 'potential rather
than specialists. Employees work as pa rt of small teams most of the
time. 6 The company builds its management from within the firm as a
gene ral rule and prefers to hire employees r ight out of sc hool. 4 In
order to accomplish this objective, Burroughs has established extensive Cooperative Education Programs. Burroughs' use of Cooperat ive
Education Programs began as early as 1911 and today over 250 students from 70 coll eges and universities participate in the prog ram. 6
By using these programs the firm can t ryout students in an actual
work s itu at ion before making a com mi t ment to long- r ange
employment.
Conclusion
The Bourroughs Cor poration is listed as one of Fortune's 500 largest cor porations. It ranks I23rd in sa les, 44th in net income. and 26th
in net income as a percentage of sales.' It is a growing company in a
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THE BATTLE OF MARATHON:
ATHENS' MAGNIFICENT TRIUMPH
by Christopher E . Allen
On the morning of September 21, 490 B.C .. an army of Athenian
warriors marched onto the Plain of Marathon in southern Greece.
They faced an invading military juggernaut that had swept vir tually
unimped ed across Asia, Africa, and into Eastern Europe. The Athen·
ians were outnumbered ten to one by the massive invading force, a
force that had never tasted defeat and that considered themselves
invincible. However, in one miraculous, impossible stroke, the Athen·
ians covercame the would·be conquerors from Persia at Marathon.
forever halting the advance of Eastern culture into Europe and
launching Athens into a glorious cultural genesis of its own: as Robert
Siver berg quotes historian General J. F. C. Fuller in his analysis of
Athens' incredible triumph: "Marathon endowed the victors with a
faith in their destiny which was to endure for three centuries, during
which Western cu lture was born. Marathon was the birth cry of
Europe."1
The significance of Marathon in shaping the future of man thus
cannot be overestimated. The historical importance of the battle.
however. merely serves to enhance the scope of Athens' triumph. not
make it any more plausible; for one thing above all else is evident in
even the most perfunctory analysis of the Battle of Marathon: Athens
shou ld never have defeated the vastly larger and infinitely more
experienced Persian army. However. the Greek weaponry. superior to
any the Persians had faced . the Athenian strategy. which defied the
traditional tactics of ancient warfare. and, above all. the supreme
con fid ence and individual courage of the Athenian warriors, unfailing in the face of cru shing opposition. led them to victory over the
despotic Empire of Persia.
The Persian Empire began to form about the seventh century RC ..
when the three principal tribes of what is now Iran. the Lydians. the
Medians. and the Persians. ceased warring among themselves and
combined to conquer the outlying regions of the Mideast. 2 In the
course of the next two centuries, the Persians conquered such military
powers as Assyria and Babylonia. and controlled Phoenicia. With one
rather insigni fi cant exception. Persia. by the fifth century B.C., had
conque red the known world.$
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That insignificant exception was southern Europe, specifically the
city-states of ancient Greece. These tiny cities posed no threat to
Persia's vast empire, and thus were left to their own devices. This
allowed one city-state in particular to develop its own form of government, a system unlike any the world had ever seen. The city-state was
Athens; the political system was "democracy. ruled by the demos, the
people.'"
While the Athenians in southern Europe were prospering under
this new government, however, the Greek colonists in Ionia were
toiling under the tyrannical rule of the Persian Emperor Darius I.
Ionia had fallen under Persian rule when the Persians had conquered
Asia Minor. and the Ionian Greeks longed for the freedom enjoyed by
Athens. In the spring of 498 B.C., the Ionians revolted against Persia
and burned the holy city of Sardis.~ A Persian naval contingent
quickly quashed the rebellion, but Darius was enraged at the audacity
of the Ionians. What alarmed him most, however, was -that the Greek
city-states of Athens and Eretria had aided the rebels, and he vowed
revenge on these interlopers. s Silverberg quotes the historian Herodotus concerning Darius' reaction to the Ionian effrontery:
"Now when it was told to king Darius that Sardis had
been taken and burned by the Athenians and the Ionians, he
took small heed of the Ionians, well knowing who they were...but he asked who. and what manner of men, these Athenians were [for Athens had played a major role inthe capture
of Sardis]. And when he had been told, he called for his bow;
and having taken it... he letan arrow fly toward heaven; and
he said . 'Oh Supreme God! Grant me that I may avenge
myself on the Athenians.' And when he had said this, he
appointed one of his servants to say to him every day as he
sat at meat, 'Sire, remember the Athenians.''' (p. 16).
Thus Darius began to mass hi s for ces for an invasion of Greece.
Before committing his armada to the operation. however, he dispatched heralds to all the Greek city-states, demanding their surrender. Only Sparta. the most powerful city-state. and Athens and
Eretria, who had suppor ted the Ionian revolt. refused. 7 Mary Renault
wrote that "In Athens and Sparta. the people were so enraged that
they forgot all law and decency and killed the heralds."8Thus the stage
was set for one of the most inspi ring dramas in the history of human
conflict to unfold at Marathon.
Under the joint command of the general Oatis and Darius' nephew
Artaphrenes, a massive invas ion fl eet set sail from Tarsus on the
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Cilician coast in 490 B.C. Thi s armada struck first at Eretria. 9There
is some dissent among scholars as to whether Artaphrenes struck at
Eretria with the full invasion force or whether he took only part of the
fleet while Oatis sailed on to Marathon. Atany rate, Artaphrenes was
definitely in command of the siege of Eretria while Oatis commanded
the Marathon campaign. 10
"In Eretria there was terror," writes Andrew Burn of the Persian
assault. The Eretrians resisted the Pers ians' violent onslaught for six
days before two of their own chieftains admitted the Persians to the
city. Thus betrayed, Eretria was decimated by the Persian invaders,
her temples burned to the ground in revenge for Sardis, and her
gallant people led into Persian enslavement. l1 Flushed with the ease of
their victory, the Persians sailed for Marathon, confident that they
would deliver an equally devastating blow to the upstart Athenians.
On August 6. Oatis beached his 600 warships in the Bay of Marathon.1! The site had been chosen by Oatis' advisor, the deposed Athenian tyrant Hippias, because its length (about six miles) and level
ground accommodated Oatis' greatest weapons, his archers and his
cavalry.1!
When word that the "Barbarous Medes"'~ were massing at Marathon reached Athens. the Greeks rose to the challenge. Burn says the
Athenians reacted swiftly: "Perhaps the army had concentrated
on ... the fall of Eretria; in any case, it moved fast."l l This alert reaction
allowed the Athenians to reach Marathon and seal the two passages
back to Athens before the Pers ians could advance inland. 1I
The Athenians were led by a council of war called the strategoi ; it
consisted of one general from each of the ten Athenian tribes. each
elected annually and called archons, and a general in overall command called the polemarch. In 490 B.C., the polemarch was a noble
named Callimachus. 17
These warriors, courageous and determined though they were, still
realized how overwhelmingly the odds favored the invaders. They
appealed to the most powerful city-state in Greece. the warriors Spartans. for assistance. A religious scruple, however. prevented the Lacedaemonians from responding until the full moon had passed, and they
arrived fully a day after the issue had been decided by Athens.ls
Though news of the imminent arrival of Spartan troops may have
forced the Pers ians to engage the Athenians earlier than they would
have liked, the fact remains that the mightiest military power in
ancient Greece mi ssed participating in the greatest Greek triumph of
antiquity by only a few hours.19
Just as the Athenians prepared to do battle alone, however. one ally
dared to defy the awesome might of the Persian oppressors and stand
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with Athens in her hour of need. Sir Edward S. Creasy describes the
courage and loyalty of this tiny city-state called Plataea:
From one quarter only, and that a most unexpected one.
did Athens receive aid at the moment of her great peril. ...
when it was noised over Greece that the Mede had come
from the uttermost parts ofthe earth to destroy Athen s, the
brave Plataeans, unsolicited , marched with their whole
force to assist the defense ... ,to
Numerically, this reinforcement only amounted to about 1000 men;
but their arrival probably boosted the morale of the Athenians considerably after Sparta left Athens to face the awesome Pers ians alone.fl
Scholars tend to agree that the Athenian soldiers. called hoplites.
could not have numbered more than 9000 men , plus the thousand
Plataeans. The numberical disparity between their force s and those
they were called on to defend was hopelessly apparent to the Athenian
war council; estimates vary concerning the Persian strength at Mara·
thon. but Creasy calculates the invading force at approximately
100,000, thus outnumbering the valiant Greek defenders ten-to-one. 22
For eight days the two armies con fronted one another, the Greeks
stalling in the hope that Sparta would arrive, the Persians unwilling
to advance into the mountains where their archers and cavalry would
be less effective.u F inally, on September 21 , 490 B.C., the archon
Miltiades initiated an attack plan he had devised, a desperate bid for
victory made possible by a major Pers ian tactical error.
As the confrontation had dragged on without any action. Oatis had
advanced his force across the plain until they were within a mile ofthe
Greek position. Miltiades saw this as an opportunity to str ike the
Pers ians a decisive blow, At dawn , he se nt his entire army charging
across the plain at the stunned Pers ians.f~
The success of Miltiades' plan depended on three things: 1) su rprising the invaders so that their archers and cavalry could not devastate
the approaching Greek line from a distance. 2) resisti ng the overwhelming Persian superiori ty at t he thin center of the Greek line. and
3) defeating the Persians on the flanks and wheeling in to trap the
Persian center. It was a daring, extremely perilous plan; miraculously. it worked. 2~
The Persians were shocked: Herodotus wrote that when they saw
the Athenia ns r un ni ng at them "scanty in numbers. they thought
them a set of madmen rushing to ce rtain destruction."28 The result of
the charge. however. was that the Greeksescaped the Persian archers,
who had little time to fire anyway, and the few volleys they cou ld get
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fail ed to pierce the heavy bronze armor wor n by the Greek
hoplites. Z1
The complete success of this initial phase of Milliad es' attack essentially sealed Persia's fate. Silverberg wrote of t he Persian infantry:
"The Persians had always relied on ... the accuracy of their bowm en.
They wore only light armor and wicker shields." (p. 20). In add it ion,
the Persian cavalry was rendered use less; th e aforementi oned Persian
advanace had crossed a marsh in the ce nter of the plain, and for some
reason th e horses had not been brought along. By a combination of
chance and desig n, Persia's might had been stripped away. Suddenly,
th ey were vulnerable.2S
The ce nter of the Athenian line under t he archons Arist ides and
Themistoc les bore the bru nt of the Persian attac k. These t wo great
general s slowly retreated throughout the day. hoping for the stronger
flank s to break through and encircle the Persians. Just as the t hin
center had bee n pu shed to the very edge of th e plain , the Plataean
flank on the righ t and Callimachus' Greeks on the left surged through
th eir Persian foes and trapped the center regiments. In that neeting
instant. Athens won the Battle of Marathon. The trapped Persians
were slaughtered: t hose few who could escape ned in panic to their
ships, t he Greeks in pursui t. 29 The Greeks lost Call imachu s in th is last
effort, though t hey were able to capture seve n Persian vessels before
t hose Persians. who had on ce beli eved th emselves invin cibl e. fled t he
Pl ain of Marathon fac ing anni hi lation.30
The Gree ks had won a st irring victory, and they had won it dec isively. The battle has since ta ken on an al most mythi c qual ity; di vine
p rovidence and ot her such mythical stapl es had little to do with th e
victory, however. The Athenians won th rough superior weaponry.
strategic geni us and raw cou rage.
The Greek weapon s and armor were far super ior to any Persia had
faced. More importa nt ly. Greek arms were designed spec ifi cally for
close combat battles such as Marathon. wh ile the Persians fough t
t hei r battles from long ra nge, a nd thus were unprepa red to defend the
Athen ian weapon ry. The heavy bronze ar mo r of t he Gree ks rendered
the chief Persia n of(ens ive weapons. the bow a nd a light 2Yt-meter long
spear. useless because those weapons cou ld not reach t he vital organs
of t he Greeks. whi ch were well protected by a rmor and the great
bronze shield called the aspis. sl On th e other hand, the Persian silk
tu nics affo rded little protect ion again st the Athenian spears. one fo r
t hrowin g and one with a t ip at each end for thru sting. 32 The Persians
we re as incapabl e of sustai ning a ha nd-to-hand battle as they were
capabl e of dec imating an enemy from a di sta nce: explo it ing this one
advantage was t he key to Milt iad es' uni que strategy. for Miltiades.
of(
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who had spent several years in Persia, was quite familiar with the
strengths and weaknesses of Datis' invading host."
Miltiades' strategy succeeded against the superior Persian numbers
because it defied battlefield logic of the time. Instead of massing his
strongest forces at the center of his line, Miltiades thinned his center
and strengthened his flanks. This tactic not only limited the area of
battie, thus negating Persia's numberical advantage, but in fact carried the day for Athens, for when the flanks wheeled in upon the
Persian center , the invaders had never encountered such a tactic and
thus could not effectively combat it. Thus the Athenians were able to
engage the Persians on Athenian terms at Marathon.'"
Perhaps Athens' most telling advantage, however, was their mental
atti.tude; as Silverberg wrote: "The Athenians were fightingtodefend
their homes; the Persians were fightingsimpiy for the glory of Darius.
It was all the difference in the world. so far as morale went" (p. 21).
Fu'.'th~rmore, the Athenians were defending their new democracy,
their right to govern themse lves. The Athenians had just overthrown
one tyrant; their refusal to submit to another served them well in their
cl ash with Persia:'5
Greek belief in myth and legend served to strengthen morale still
further. The Athenian hoplites believed they were lead into battle by
Theseus, greatest of their ancient kings." The most famous legend of
the battle. however, centers around the sacrifice of a lowly courier ,
and is a graphi c illustration of Athens' determination to triumph at
any cost. When Miltiades was assured of victory, he dispatched a
runner to inf~rm the city. The courier raced 26 miles to the Acropolis,
gasped out hiS message, and died from exhaustion , so hard had he run .
In his honor , the Greeks established an Olympic footrace of 26 miles.
That race is still run today. It is called the Marathon.S1
Thusdid Athens repel the mighty host of Persia. Theirtriumph was
as total as it was incredible: 6400 Persians fell at Marathon; Athens
lost only 192 men.· More importantly, the Persian facad e of invincibility was torn away. The course of human history was forever
changed at Marathon ; the Eastern influen ce was expelled from
Europe, and Western culture flowered into birth.
Athens displayed at Marathon the excellen ce of human courage and
determination, and set a shining example of the greatness of human
~pirit in the face of even the most overwhelming adversity. The AthenIans, by all odds, should have fallen at Marathon; as historian Walter
Lord observes, however. there are no odds so great they cnnot be
overcome, as at Marathon, by humanity at its fin est:
Every once in a while, "what must be" need not be at all.
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Even against the greatest of odds. there is something in the
human spirit· a magic blend of skill. faith and valor - that
can lift men from certain defeat to incredible victory.APPENDIX: The Legends of Marathon

The Athenians were great believers in divine assistance; Homer,
for example. had Greek gods running all over the place in the Battle of
Troy as recounted in The Iliad. The Greek hoplites at Marathon were
no exception. Anne Ward. in The Quest/or Theseus. writes that the
Greeks believed Pan to have appeared, and another figure. a strange
rustic brute, who "slaughtered many of the invaders with a plough."
Andrew Burn identifies this mythical figure in his Persia and the
Greeks as "the Echtylos. commemorating a man oCrusti c appearance
and apparel, who struck down many of the barbarians with a ploughshare and then could not be found after the battle" (p. 253).
Th~ greatest hero to the Athenians, however. was Theseus. There is
some argument today that Theseus and his explo its with the Minotaur
and the Labyrinth are based on an actual Bronze Age king; regardless
of whether he lived or not, however, he was beloved by the Athen ians
at the time of the battle as the king who had united all the attic tribes to
form Athens; hi s appearance at Marat hon endeared him so to the
Athenians that he became the patron hero of the city-state, a symbol of
Athens at its finest. Anne Ward describes Theseus' development as an
Athenian symbol in The Quest/or Theseus.
Mary Renault, however, is the author most commonly associated
with the Theseus legend through the two mythological novels, The
King Must Die and The Bull From The Sea. In her nonfiction account
of the Battle of Marathon. The Lion in the Gateway. she records
Theseus' appearance at the battle:
Afterwards. when tales were told of the battle. men said
that as the li nes swayed to and fro, and the issue hung by a
hair , in front of the Greek line appeared a mighty warrior,
naked as a god, swinging in both hands an axe with a double
head. He cheered them on to victory with a voice of bronze,
and the Persians fell back in panic; when they had fled, he
vanished into thin air. By his axe they kn ew he was Theseus,
greatest of the ancient kings, risen from his tomb at his
peoples' need . (p. 63).
This had a profound effect on the Athenians. Burn writes that when
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monuments were raised to honor the fallen at Marathon, Theseus was
also honored for risi ng to protect his people. (p. 255). Stelai, heavy
marble slabs with the names of the d ead by tribe. were raised on the
tall burial mound which still stands nine meters above the plain; and
beside them were erected monuments to Miltiades, source of the
Greeks' strategy. and to Theseus, source of their inspiration.
Concerning the legend of the courier, there are some scholars who
contend that an actual messenger named Pheidippides died after
deliveri ng his message to Athens. Other scholars recognize the
authenticity of the courier Pheidippides, but contend that he was the
courier who sought aid from Sparta. and the legend of the courier's
sacrifice isjust that · a legend. Whatever the actual truth may be, the
story of the runner who sacrificed his life at Marathon in the name of
the Greek cause remains a glorious example of t he greatness of human
spirit. a greatness personified by the Athenians and the Plataeans in
their miraculous triumph a the Battle of Marathon.
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MELVILLE'S CREATION OF CAPTAIN VERE
AS PONTIUS PILATE IN BILLY BUDD
by Lanna G. Martin
One Me lvillean scholar, Edward H. Rosenberry, states thatoC Melville's fifteen works. spann ing the period {rom 1846-1924 , on ly Israel
Potter and Billy Budd are based on historical events and may properly
be termed historical romances. L Such r omances use atmosphe res.
famous people, or happenings of the past "as a vehicle (or an imaginary tale. a tale which takes some of its credibility from the ver isimilitude of recorded fac ts which remains free to adapt those facts to the
primary aesthetic purposes of the author ."2 Another author, not ing
the imporlance of history in Billy Budd. says. "The historical circumstances tou ch on the story at every crisis but do not essentially determine it. We arc fed both elements, the framing condition and the
special action. as real and consequential '" What Melville gol from
history was veris imilitude and motivation. Rosenberry explains that
to achieve these two goals. "Melville did as much research as he had to
and no more." 4
For the history included in B illy Budd, Melville relied on two
primary sources: William James'sNaval History of Great Britain and
Robert Southey's Life of Nelson. 5 Several critics agree that "at some
point in thedeveloping conception of his plot, though not at the first as
was once generally believed, Mel ville recalled and adapted to his
purpose another chapter of naval history"-the notorious hanging in
1842 of three suspected mutineers by Captain Alexander Slidell
Mackenzie on the United States brig Somer8. ~ This historical incident
serves to give cred ibility to the story and to embellish the ex isting plot
of Melville's moral level. Billy Budd is on the su rface an hi storical
romance, bUl the primary level is t he moral story of the cruc iri xion
wherein Captain Vere becomes Pilate.
Before discussing the striking similarities between Captain Vere
and Pontius Pi late, it is necessary to examine Melville's construction
and revision of Billy Budd. The Hayford and Sea lts version or Billy
Budd, published in 1962, "undoubtedly presents as faithrul and r eliable a text as is possible." ? Hayford and Sealts divide the development
of Billy Budd into three stages. and. su rpr isingly, the first stage
consisted of "B il ly in the Darbies." the bal lad at the end of the work.
and a headnote which was written after the ballad. 8 Duri ng Melville's
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revisions of the initial phase, Melville changed Billy from an old
seaman to a young, "spiritual innocent";' in the second developmental

phase, Melville introduced John Claggart, master-at-arms, and
created a major focal shift. to The false accusation uttered by Claggart
about Billy was necessary to establish Billy's innocence. but this twist
in the plot necessitated the addition of an arbitrator or judge. In the
final stage, Melville introduced Captain Vere, asjudge, and again , the
focus shifted to the new character." In a textual note, Hayford and
Sealts expalin the significance of the ascendency of Vere in Melville's
plot: "Throughout this phase (the third) the chief effect of this change
was to transform Vere into a character whose importance equalsand according to some critics even surpasses-that of Billy and Claggart,"I. Also concerning the developing character of Vere, Rosenberry
makes this statement: "Only at this stage. evidently, when the conception of the troubled captain had. added a third dimension to his developing drama, did Melville begin to neshout a historical scene. to paint
the stage of time and place on which his tragic collision of moral forces
could achieve human credibility,"I.
BillJl Budd has been a "critical battleground" for many years,I4 One
reason for this state of disagreement among critics is that BillJl Budd.
like Mobti-Dick, "is tinged with the white hue of nothincness,"15 Some
critics view Bill" Budd as an "allegorical fable,"" and since "the
interpretation of such a work is a function of moral participation,
commentary must be content to describe the text and elucidate the
facts of the composition,"17 The preceding approach seems plausible,
but the problem with it is the character of Captain Vere; he. of the
three major characters, is the "least obvious," because he is "neither
pure white nor altogether black" as Billy and Claggart are,ll Because
of this ambivalence. critics have written for and against Captain Vere,
From 1921 to 1946 the common interpretation concerned not intention
and tone as it does now but the interplay of characters. Toward the end
of this period, critics began to concentrate on the character of Vere
and to see him as a hero. It After World War II. heated interpretational
debate ensured; during the 1950's, the "ironist persuasion" of critics
prevailed and treated Vere as a "reactionary authoritarian," not as a
hero.to At the vortex of this warfare is Vere's decision to hang Billy.
Howone interprets the story depends solely on how he views Vere. One
author suggests that "even more than in Pierre and quite as much as in
The Confidence-Man. Melville was dependent on the quality of ambiguity for the effect iveness of his story.''21
Since the ambiguity of Vere's character remains, cr itics realize
that no one interpretation is the correct one. Although many views
have been wri tten, no cr itic. to the author's know ledge. seems to have
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explored in depth the possibility that Melvillecreated Vere as Pontius
P ilate of the cruc ifi xion story . Mi lton R. Stern, who edited a version of
Billy Budd, Sailor: An Inside Narrative, assesses Vere's role in Bill,
Budd as follows: "Between these two views of human identity. between
Christ and Satan. if you will. Melville places Captain Vere. a governor
who must impose his powe r on society on the basis of which type most
closely character izes t he world he gover ns.''22 From the analytical
studies of the development of Billy Budd. it seems apparent that
Melville deliberately and painstakingly created Vere. and then. after
the moral level of Billy Budd was obvious, he added the histori cal level
to give credib ili ty to the story as a whole. Several critics have stated
that the parallels between Billy Budd and Christ and the symbolism
on the morning of the execution in Billy Budd are "too numerous. , .to
clear ,"23 and "too deliberate to be ignored.''24 But these critics stop far
too short of the real parallels; Melv ill e has created the crucifixion
story in a naval setting in 1797.
In chapters six and seven, Melville introduces Captain Edward
Fairfax ("Starry") Vere as being "allied to the hi gher nobili ty."u an
experienced military man "mindful of the welfare of his men , but
never tolerating an infraction of discipline,"( p. 60) and biased toward
"everything intellectual," (p. 62) and particularly bi ased toward
"books treating of actual men and events no matter what era," (p. 62)
Lewis Mumford , a well-known Melville critic. described Vere as "a
man of superior order: humane, reserved, fr ee from cant, fortified by
an equal knowledge of men a nd books."H Ev idently. Captain Vere is a
successfu l man in his world on the water . Pilate. too. was a success by
the world's standards: Z7 he was of the equestr ian rank (to be a member
of this rank one either had toown "fou r hundred thousand sesterces in
property" or had to have served in the caval ry),28 Pilate rose to the top
of civilian service; he was procu rator of Judea (26-36) A.D.).2t The
procurator was the Roman author ity in the provi nces and had total
cont rol of the military and judicial admi nistration; he heard cases and
complain ts.!O Of Pilate's character, one authority says, "Too little is
known of Pilate for any secu re characterization to be attempted."!1
Although Melville introduces Vere in chapters six and seven. the
capta in does not think or act unti l chapter eighteen. when Clagga rt
accuses Billy of planned mutiny. Thi s accusation brings t he characte r
of Vere to the front stage of the story. What is remembered about
Captain Vere are hi s actions during the trial. Likewise, Pil ate's memorable actions are those in the t ri al of Jesus, Th e fa ct that Vere's
importance diminishes to nil is made clear by the newspaper account
of the happenings aboard the Bellipotent; in t he report. the captain is
never even named. Shortly after the tria l, Tiberiu s, the emperor ,
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summoned Pilate to Rome, but while Pilate was traveling, the
emperor died. and "from that moment Pilate vanishes from history."!2
Melville's discarded title, Billy Budd, Foretopman: What be/ell him
in the year 0/ the Great Mutiny, shows the importance of the atmosphere to the story. Melville makes clear the fact that the incident on
the Bellipotenl was influenced by the mutinies which occurred earlier
in 1797: "Discontent foreran the Two Mutinies, and more or less it
lurkingly survived them." (p. 59) The air aboard the Bellipotent just
prior to Billy's trial and death was, to say the least. tense. The trial of
Jesus occurred on the day before the Passover,!! and "the atmosphere
in Jerusalem was always explosive; during the Passover it was sheer
dynamite."u In both of these testy atmospheres, one party deeply
hated another to the point of wanting him killed . Claggart despised
Billy Budd because he was "the personification of health, beauty. and
innocence,"" and wanted to have Billy killed. even though he was
powerless to kill Billy himself. In the other setting, "the Jews from
start to finish were seeking to use Pilate for their purposes. They could
not kill Jesus themselves, so they were determined that the Romans
would kill him for them.". Recasting the preceding quote points up
intriguing parallels: (Claggart) from start to fini sh (was) seeking to
use(Vere) for (his) purposes. (He) could not kill (Billy)(himself), so( he)
was determined that (Vere) would kill (Billy) for (him)." The similarities between the relationships in Billy Budd and those during the trial
of Jesus are too numberous to be accidental.
In Billy Budd's trial and in Jesus' trial the ultimate decision lay
with Captain Vere and Pilate respectively, and in both instances, the
judge disliked the accuser(s), felt and declared the accused to be
innocent, was caught in a treacherous atmosphere, and made an expedient decision. Vere's dislike of Claggart primarily rested on intuition: "Something even in the official's (Claggart's) self-possessed and
somewhat ostentatious manner in making his specifications strangely
reminded him of a bandsman, a perjurous witness in a capital case
before a court-martial." (p. 94) Rarely did Vere misread a person,
because "something exceptional in the moral quality of Captain Vere
made him in earnest encounter with a fellow man, a veritable touchstone of that man's essential nature." (p. 96) In the cabin when Claggart acuses Billy to his face, Billy is struck speec hless because of a
speech impediment. Vere attempts to comfort Billy. but "contrary to
the effect intended , these words ... prompted yet more violent efforts at
utterance," (p. 99) During these efforts to speak. Billy's expression is
"as acrucifixion to behold."(p. 99) In the next moment, Billy with one
blow to the forehead strikes Claggart dead. Vere utters two statements which exhibit a preconceived idea about the guilt of Claggart
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and the innocence of Billy: "It is the divine judgment of Ananias!" (p.
100) (Ananias was struck dead for lying to God. (Acts 5:4-5)) Vere's
second statement is that Claggart is "struck dead by an angel of God!
Yet the angel must hang!" (p. 101)
Quickly, Vere has the drumhead court summoned. even though its
participants-the surgeon. the lieutenants, and the captain of the
marines-feel that Billy should be confined "i n a way dictated by
usage"(p. 101) until the admiral can hear the unu sual case. Vere has
no choice within the law of the Mutiny Act, but he does have the choice
of waiting for the admiral to hear the case. 37 Prompted by fears of the
Nore Mutiny, Vere decides to hold the trial quickly and sec retly.
Melvillesuggests the influence of the atmosphere on Vere's decision to
organize a court by sayi ng, "For it was close on the heel of the suppressed insurrections. an aftertime very critical to naval authority,
demanding from every English sea commander two qualities not
readily interfusable (sic) prudence and rigor. Moreover. there was
something cruc ial in this case." (pp. 102-3) Vere is exercising only
rigor when he thinks that he is using prudence with a dash of rigor. As
a result of Vere's exclamations and actions after Claggart's death and
before Billy's trial , the su rgeon Questions Vere's sanity. Being "a loyal
sea commander" (p. 103), Vere is not authorized to be like a civilian
judge and to consider motive and right and wrong; he can judge only
on the co ld , hard basisof facts, "Budd's intent or non-intent is nothing
to the purpose," says Vere. (p. 112) The captain is a very cool-headed,
persuasive man in the trial, particularly in his speech to the coadjutors. Three times during the trial he says that he knows that Billy is
innocent: twice Vere responds to Billy's testimony of in nocence by
saying. "I believe you, my man," and later to the judges, Vere says,
"How can we adjudge to summary and sh ameful death a fell ow creature innocent before God, and whom we feel to be so?" But Vere uses
every talent in his persuasive power to sway the "Well-meaning men
not intellectually mature" (p. 109) into deciding the case by martial,
not natural, law. According to Vere, heart and private conscience
have no place in a judge's decision . He attempts to ease their consc iences by shifting the respons ibility for their actions to the law: "Would it
be so much we ourselves that would condemn as it would be martial
law operating through us? For that law and the rigor of it. we are not
responsible." (pp. 110-111) In addition. he says. "War looks but to the
frontage, the appearance." (p. 112) Melville su rmises. "But it is not
improbable that even such of his words as were not without influence
over them. less came home to them than his closing appeal to their
instinct as sea officers." (p. 113) Billy Budd is formally convicted and
sentenced to be hanged . Had the se ntence not been given at night, the
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execution would have taken place immediately as was customary.
Although Vere calls himself a witness and not ajudge, he is the judge,
because he decides the case and sways the pawn-judges to his decision.
Primary sou rce materials which contain information about Pilate's
role in the trial of J esus include J osephu s and the Gospel s: Matthew,
Mark , Luke. and John . Each gospel contains the whole account of t he
trial, but each differs somewhat. In Jesus' trial , the Jews made the
accusation about Jesus. the innocent man. (John 18:30) Pilate hated
the Jews, and they knew it. 38 Josephus. a contemporary of Pilate,
record s three major co nfli cts between Pilate and the Jews which
account for the ill feeling between them.39 About this volatile situation
anothe r author states, "Pi late must have recognized at once that the
accused man, Jesus, was the object of a hatred that had been stirred up
by the Pharisees. That alone must have been sufficient reason for him
to reject their demand and to acquit him"40 But Pilate's decision was
not that easy. because theJews threatened to report Pilate to Rome for
neglect of duty in releasing a rebel; according to John 19: 12, the Jews
shouted, "If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's friend." Historian s point out that the atmosphere in Jerusalem at thi s time was at
in surrection level. Realizing the intensity of the problem. Pilate
wanted the Jewis h officia ls tojudge Jesus. but the Jews did not have
ius yladii. the right of the sword , that the Romans did,41 Pilate next
t r ied to release Jesus by custom ; the Jews chose Barrabas, an in surrectionist , (Lu ke 23: 16-19) According to Clarke's Com.mentary. a set of
Biblical e ncycloped ias to which Melville probably had access, Pilate
then tried tocomp romise: he had J esusscourged and prese nted him as
a broken man to theJews whi le making an appeal to their pi ty.42 Pilate
for the third time said. "1 find no fau lt in him ." (Luke 23:22) Pilate
alone, like Vere in th e case of Bi lly Budd. made the deci sion toexecute
Jesus. Succumbing to his fear s of insurrection, Pilate, though feeling
Jesus to be innocent. condemned him to be crucified- Ibis adcrucen~
which was always carried outswiftly.43 But before the crucifixion took
place. Pilate sou ght to "wash his hands" of the r esponsibility fo r the
death of Jesus. (Matthew 27:24) Pilate's conduct during the trial was
"we ll-nigh incomprehensible."u
Some critics believe that Melville used Clarke's Commenta'ry freque ntly for information about the Bible. Nathalia Wright. author of
Melv·ille's Use of the B ible, suggests that Melville relied on Clarke's
Commenta.r!l during the writing of his novel s .· ~ The fact that Clarke's
comments are so similar to Melville's Biblical allusion-particularly
those in BiUy Budd-supports the critics' belief, Furthermore, Mel ville's Captain Vere is r emarkably like Clarke's summary of Pilate
based on the Gospe l accoun ts. For example, of Joh n 19:8 Clarke says
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that Pilate knew the accu sation of the Jews to be false, that he could
have released Jesus. and that Pilate feared that the Jews would com·
plain to Caesar. (p. 616) Cla rke goes on to say that like Vere, "P ilate
~as certainly to be pitied: he saw what was right, and he wished to do
It~ but,he had not the s uffi~ient firmness of mind ."( p. 617) Concerning
PIlate s knowledge of the Innocence of J esus discussed in Luke 23:22,
Clarke states that J esus was "in the most jormal (textual emphasis)
justified by his judge," and "that Ch rist died as an innocent person, not
as a maleja.ctor." (p, 463) Summari zing Pilate's behavior at the trial of
Jesus, Clarke continues:
On the fullest convi ctio n of hi s (Jesus') innocence, his judge
pronoun~ed him guiltless, after having partiently heard
every thmg that the inventive malice of these wicked men
could allege against him; ... (p. 463)
The above-mentioned qualities and actions of Pilate, as noted by
Clarke, are easily s~en in Captian Vere; such resemblances support
the theory that Melville we ll may have written the moral level of Billy
!,udd usi~g Clarke's Commentary as a research tool for background
mformatlOn and even for detail s.
~Iearly. Vere.and Pilate made expedient deci sions which go against
theIr moral behefs, and both judges knew the true ide nti ties of the
men whose lives they controlled. After Vere has told Billy of the
verdict, the senior lieutenant sees Vere's face "for the moment one
expressive of the agony of the strong, . .. That the condemned one
su ffe red less than he who mai nly had effected the condemnation was
appa rently ind icated,"(p. 11 5) H ill way, another Melville critic, points
out the effect of Vere's role in the tria l: "Having presi ded at the ritual,
~er e never fully recovers from the horror of having had such a deci SIOn forced upon him ."4S On hi s deathbed. in a drugged state. Vere is
heard by an attendant to murmur. "Billy Budd. Billy Budd." This
attendant does not detect a sense of remorse, but when he repeats the
murmurings to the member of the drumhead court who was the most
reluctant to condemn Billy, the officer "too well knew, though here he
kept the knowledge to himself, who Billy Budd was." (p, 129)
In the case of Pilate , when the Jews uttered that Jesus had claimed
to be the Son of God, Pilate immediately suspected that Jesus truly
was the Son of God. (John 19:7-8) In the judgment hall , Pilate asked
Jesus, "W,hence ~ rt thou?" and r ece ived no reply , (John 19:9) In the
conversatIOn whIch followed. Jesus told Pilate that Pilate's power
against him was given from above, "and from thenceforth Pilate
sought to release him ."(John 19:12) But Pilate did not have the courage
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to defy the Jews; he did, however, to their disliking, place a placard on
the cross of Jesus which read, "Jesus of Nazareth, The King of the
Jews." (John 19:19) Vere and Pilate condemned men they knew to be
innocent before God to prevent insurrection and to maintain their
jobs.
Many critics agree that Melville's crucifix ion symbolism is particularly heavy in chapters 25, 26, 27, and 30. Reminding the reader of
Jesus' words from the cross, Billy utters, "God bless Captain Vere!" (p.
123) Also in chapter 25 the vapory fleece is important; "The vapory
Fleece hanging low in the East was shot through with a sort glory as of
t he fleece of the Lamb of God seen in mystical vi sion .. .. Billy
ascended."(p. 124) In chapter 26, the Purser discusses in a conversation
the phenomenal "absence of spasmod ic movement" and hints that
Billy's death is not totally human . {p. 125)The fleece lifts in chapter 27.
But the most important symbolism is the lin ki ng of the spar from
which Billy is hung to the cross: "To them (the bluejackets) a chip of it
was as a piece of the Cross." (p. 131) This obvious symbolism caps off
the moral level of the story; the crucifix ion story of Billy Budd is
complete.
The crucifixion story in which Captain Vere portrays Pont ius
Pilate is the main level of the story-the second level bei ng the histori·
cal aspect which, according to the manu script, developed later. 41 Of
this moral level, one author says, "... it is s imply a gospel, in which an
order-threatening Christ is once again cruci fi ed by a conservative
Pilate."" The parallels between Captain Vere and Pilate are many:
both were forced to make exped ient dec isions which they abhorred
because of insu rrection· level atmospheres; both wished for alterna·
tives to the execution of the innocent men; both appeared to be temporarily insane during the ordeal of the trials; both knew the true
identity of their condemned men; both sought to shirk the responsibility
for their actions; and both vanished from history after the trials.
Melville in his carefully constructed character of Vere achieved not
only ambiguity, which intrigues the critics, but also humanity, which
attracts the reader. "Whether Vere is judged to be a martyr or a
traitor to morality- and it does make adifference- he stands in all his
excruciatingly human ambiguity as Melville's capstone achievement
in fiction."d
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EMERSON'S "URIEL"AND
THE "DIVINITY SCHOOL ADDRESS"
by Barbara Boles

Ralph Waldo E merson's add ress to the g raduating class of Harvard
Di vinity School on July 15, 1838. sparked what Cleanth Brooks,
R.W. B. Lewi s. and Robert Penn Warren call "the angriest hor nets'
nest of hi s ca reer."1 Sta ndi ng before the assem bled graduates and
ministers. Emerson had. after all . blatan tly attacked Chr isti an
orthodoxy, including what he called Christianity's "exaggeration of
the perso na l. the posit ive. the ritu al ," wit h its "noxious exaggeration
about the person of J esus.''! Emerson quietly withd rew fr om the
cont roversy which his add ress caused and wh ic h raged fo r some t ime
after, but a collection of his poetry pu blished in 1847 contains a
par t icula r pi ece. "Ur iel." which most crit ics inter pret in light of the
"D ivinity School Add ress." In his biography of Emerson. Ralph L.
Rusk descri bes "U r iel" as a sublimation a nd poetic ove l'statementof
t he who le affai r.! There are other im por tant in ter pretat ions, but if in
fact the poem represents a subl imation of th e con troversy, then the
add ress itsel f expresses a sublimation, or a cu lm ination, of in fl ue nces
on Emerson's thought whi ch had ser ved to put h im at odds wi th
tradi tional. historical Christianity.
Cer tainly. one of t hese important infl uences was Emerso n's loss of
belief in t he un iqueness of Christ's div ini ty, and his disillusionment
with the Uni ta ria n Church in ge neral. E merson's fat her had been a
Unitaria n mi nister. and E merson. gradu ating from Har va rd in 1826.
was also a minister. Appoin ted pastor to the Second Church of Boston
in 1829 . Emerson remained there until his res ignation in 1832. In h is
fi nal speech to the congregation. E merson expl ain ed hi s reason for
leaving as a n in abili ty to perfo rm with convict ion the sacramen t of the
Last Supper, a rite Lewis Leary states he had come to feel was
anachronistic. 4 Hi s reasons, however . went much deeper. Rusk poi nts
ou t that three year s before t he address at Har vard . E merson had
listed in his jou r na l what he saw to be t he de fects of Christ. These
included Chr ist's lack of humo r and app rec iation of art or sc ience;
Emerson had compa red Christ to great men like Sh akespea re and
Socrates a nd fou nd Chr ist wantin g. Rusk quotes from that journal
entry : "Do you ask me if I would rathe r resem ble J esus than any othe r
man ? If I should say Yes. I should suspect myself of superst ition" (p.
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267) On the basis of this (and other) journal entries, Rusk desc~ibes
the "Divin ity School Address" as the lecture Emerson "had unwittingly
begun to wr ite . .. years before he was invited to deliver it"(p. 267). The
thoughts Emerson recorde~ in his jou~nal by no means represent a
resolution of his inner conflict. By the t ime he composed the address,
Emerson had come to see Christ as a man and a prophet. In thea:ddress
he desc ribed Christ as t he one who "Alone in all history . . .estl~l'lated
the t rue greatness of man ," and who saw that"God incar nated himself
in man, and evermore goes fo rth anew to take po~ssion of hi~ World"
(p. 40). What Rusk points to in the jou~nal , then, Is.merely eVidence ~f
Eme rson's confusion, and. when put m context With the wh~le of hiS
thought, reveals its evolution. Brooks. Lewis and Warren ?elleve that
Eme rson's sw in g toward unorthodoxy was also due to the In(Juen~eof
th e prominent. liberal, Unitar ian minister Will iam El ler y Chan~ l ng,
and that from Channing "Emerson learned the supremacy .of dlr~ct
intuition-especially of God as revealed in nature- over discurSive
reasoning" (p. 673).
.
.
Emerson. however. was not the only one who seized upon thiS notIOn
of intuit ion: it was taken up by the Transcendental movement ,
cente red in Boston. of which Emerson eventual ly became spokes~an .
Furthermore. the Transcendentalists believed. states W.alte.r ~ardlng,
that man posesses an inner, spiritual element that IS dl.vl.ne: they
called it the oversout. 5 According to Leary, E~erson J?I?ed the
Transcendental movement in 1836; assisted In orgamz mg ~he
Transcendental Club; helped edit the group's publication, the Dtal;
and hosted many of the club's meetings at his own home (p. 304).
Brooks, Lewis a nd Warren described the cl ub's me.mbers as ~eneral~y
young,liberal, Unitarian in background. and lacking any ~h.lloso~hlc
unity (a direct result of their intuitive certainty) save th~lr Id~ahs.m,
rebelliousness and concern with man's intuitiv~ and tmagm~tiVe
powers. These authors also see the Transcendentalists as em ~Y ln.g a
religious movement. concerned with "God -in-n~tur~" and reJectmg
the "cold pieties of contemporary Protestantism (pp. 676-677).
Emerson appropriated all these powerful ideas into his own matu ring
philosophy and from them came the b.~si.s .fo.r many of his ess~rs,
including the controversial thesis of the DIVJnlty School Address. It
is interesting to note that, although Emerson's address is by far the
more famou s, about three months prior to Emerson's appeara~ce
before that illu strious g roup at Harvard , there appeared a,~ ~rtlcle
entitled "Thoughts on Unity, Progress, and Gov~rnment In The
Boston Quarterly. Written by Rev. Samuel D. Robbms, a graduate of
Cambridge's theology school and an organizer of Brook Farm, .the
article contained accusations against the church, namely, the alien-
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ation of mankind from Christianity, asserti ng that "Ind ividual minds
are the best interpreters of the Div inity.'" This is the essence of
Emerson's address. and . because of the similarity. Clarence Gohdes
regards the "Div inity School Address" "as one of the concrete
manifestations of a general attitude amo ng the t ranscrendentalists.
and not as a n extraordina ry bit of sp iritual pioneering" (p.31).
While Emerson's involvement with Christianity and the Transcendental movement seems to have had the most sign ificant impact on his
thought,7Brooks, Lew is and Warren speculate that his passionate love
for the beautiful and sickly Ellen Tucker, who died less than two years
after thei r marriage. may have been t he factor precipitating Emerson's
final break with orthodoxy. On the surface thi s seems an odd parallel
to make. The authors justify their opi nion in terms of Emerson's
highly emotional reaction to E ll en's death. Apparently he visited her
grave daily for many months and one night eve n reopended her coffin.
They point out how very soon after this Emerson resigned his
pastorate and denounced Comm union as a misunderstanding by Paul
(p. 673).

But how did Emerson express his ideas in the address at Harvard ?
The lecture opened with what Rusk describes as a "soothing description
orthe charm of nature .... " (p. 37). After a vivid account of the season ,
Emerson then stated that man cannot help but see the perfection in the
su r rounding natural world. According to Brooks. Lewis a nd Warren,
Emerson managed to lure his audience from this shini ng vision of
nature "to the realm of'd ivi ne laws' "(p. 678). Emerson's exact words
are: "But when the mi nd ope ns a nd reveals the laws which t raverse the
universe and makes things what they are. then shrinks the great
world at once into a mere illustration and fable of this mind" (p. 37).
These laws suggest, in Rusk's analysis, Emerson's affirmation of the
Creator's ex iste nce (p. 268), and, in Emerson's words. it is from these
laws man "learn s th at his be in g is without bou nd .... " (p. 37). The
faculty through which man reaches thi s understanding is what
Emerson call ed intuition. Thus, in the very open ing of the "Div inity
School Address," Emerson has rejected the necessity of a mediator
between man and God, and has assigned to man a spiritual power
unrecognized by Christianity. Furthermqre, it is from the "great
world," fr om nature, that man comes to t r uth. Emerson does more
than im ply that man is himse lf divine when he states, in words quoted
earlier, that God incarnates himself in man. while in another
statement he not only emphasizes the supremacy of intuition , he
announces that it is the on ly way to truth: "Meantime, whilst the doors
of the temple stand ope n, nigh t and day, before ever yman .. .it is
gu ard ed by one stern condit ion: this, namely: it is an intuition. It
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cannot be received at second hand" (p. 39). Second hand meant. of
course. the exaggeration and deification of Christ in which Emerson
had long since ceased to believe. In the address he referred to the
veneration of Christ as "the first defect of historical Christianity" (p.
40). He compared it to pagan religion in that Christ is made a
demigod , "as the Orientals or the Greeks would describe Osiris or
A polio" (p. 40). The result of this, stated Emerson , was lhatChristianity
had become formal and emotionless; it was these spects of traditional
worship that Emerson, along with the other Transcendentalists,
rejected.
What Emerson called the first defect of organized religion led
naturally to what he called the second deCect-that is. the failure of the
Church to recognize the divine in man. Speaking to the graduates and
ministers. Emerson accused the Church of making God remote. of
contribut ing to what has been called. according to Brooks. Lewis and
Warren. "the death of God" (p. 678). Emerson also blamed the Church
for purging nature from worship:
The faith should blend with the lightof rising and of setting
suns. with the flying cloud. the singing bird, and the breath
of flowers. But now the priest's Sabbath has lost the
splendor of nature; it is unlovely; we are glad when it is
done: we can make. we do make. even sitting in our pews. a
far better, holier. sweeter. for ourselves. (p. 42).
The "Divinity School Address" concluded with Emerson's characteristic and powerful challenge to the neophyte ministers to "dare to love
God without mediator or veil" (p. 45), and to realize. as did Christ so
long ago, that they are the Divine.
Before turning to the poem. it is necessary to mention another idea
in the address. that of truth. because it is relevant to critics'
interpretations of IOU riel." That Emerson believed wholeheartedly in
his message is beyond doubt, but there is question as to what kind of
reaction he may have expected. Rusk notes that prior to the address
Emerson had attended a discussion on theism at Harvard, and. says
Rusk. "there is room for doubt as to how ignorant they were of the
nature of his di scou rse when he began to read it to them on that day"
(p. 268). Although it is not clear whether Emerson really expected a
warmer reception than he got. he did remark in the address: " But
speak the truth . and all nature and all spirits help you with unexpected
furtheran ce. Speak the truth , and all things alive or brute are
vouchers. and the very roots of the grass underground there do seem to
stir and move to bear you witness" (p. 38).
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If Emerson did indeed expect this, it is certainly the opposite of
what occurred. Within a month after the address was given, Andrews
Norton, a professor of sacred literature at Harvard, attacked Emerson in an essay published by the Boston Daily Advertiser. In that
rebuttal. quoted by Milton R. Konvitz,- Norton blamed Emerson's
address on a "restless craving for notoriety .... "8 He further declared
that young people were turning away from religion , that they lacked
sense, and held good taste in contempt. Opinions like these. he wrote.
"attack principles which are the foundation of human society and
human happiness" (p. 8). Norton wondered how Emerson could have
ever been asked to Harvard in the first place. adding that the faculty
had had nothing to do with it. Norton's outrage at what he perceived
was a challenge to his dear beliefs rendered him incapable o( seeing
that the address was a plea. not to destroy Christianity, but to reinfuse
it with the emotion and vigor many people felt it was losing. From the
Transcendentalist point of view . if people were turning away (rom
religion, it was because of problems within the Church itself. Norton
did, however. note a contradiction in the address. In the closing statements Emerson had said. "I look for the new Teacher that shall follow
so far those shining laws that he shall see them come full circle . ... " (p.
47). How can this be, Norton asked. if all religious truth is intuited? (p.
9) There can be no certainty as to precisely who or what Emerson
meant. Perhaps he realized that his own effort would not serve to
change Christianity and he was thinking of the person who would.
Soon after Norton's article. other religious leaders took up his sentiments: Emerson's name was liked with atheism and pantheism; the
Transcendentalists were also attacked for their beliefs. Emerson's
supporters-especially George Ripley and Theodore Parker responded to the wave of criticism and a pamphletwar raged between
the two sides. Emerson took no part in it. His second wife. Lidian .
chronicled her husband's reaction in a letter to her sister(which Rusk
quotes): "But you want to know how much of a cloud these mists of
prejudice have formed over his light- Why, none at all. I do not know
that he has felta moment's uneasiness on his own account. ... "(p. 270).
Januaryof 1839 Emerson delivered the last sermon of his career, and,
despite the failure of the "Divinity School Address, " determined to
devote himself to writing and leeturing. He was not invited back to
Harvard (or over thirty years.
Critics. curious about Emerson's feelings concerning the uproar his
address occasioned, have found satisfaction in the poem "Urie!."
Robert Frost called "Uriel" "The greatest Western poem yet"9
Clearly. the theme of "Uriel" deals with the clash between old and
new, tradition and change. It is this key idea that probably led critics
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to assume the poem's relationship with the address, plus the fact that
parallels can easily be drawn between figures in the poem an.d the
Harvard personages. It is not difficult to see who should be cast in the
role of Uriel· that the "stern old war-gods"IO represent the offended
ministers he;Wed by Norton; and that Uriel's lapse, during which he
withdrew, is Emerson's own seclusion. All in all. this ma~es for a tidy
analysis of the poem. Of course, it is only one level on which the poem
may be interpreted.
Circles and lines are the central metaphors in "Uriel," probably
representing the opposing philosophies. Uriel's sentiment, for example, is:
Against the being of a line.
'Line in nature is not found;
Unit and universe are round;
In vain produced, all rays return;
Evil will bless, and ice will burn.'
In his essay which is devoted to an analysis of line and round in the
poem, Hugh Witemeyer explains line as representing Emerson's concept of Understanding, or man's rational faculties, and circle as Reason, man's intuitive process. ll Uriel's assertion that" 'Line in nature is
not found'" simply means, says Witemeyer, that lines stand for manmade objects and philosophies, like "laws of form, and metre just"
which Uriel has been discussing with the "young deities" (p. 100).
Using Witemeyer's definition of line, then, Christianity, o~ any creed
of philosophy for that matter, is in the realm ofUndersta~dlng and not
that of Reason, through which truth is discovered. The Idea of round,
or the circle, in the poem has several meanings. First. as symbolizing
the realm of Reason, it stands for eternal and infinite truth. Uriel
states "Unit and universe are round;" this, claims Witemeyer, is
significant because it means that no"arbi~rary lim~ts" can b~ impo~ed
on thinking in a "fluid universe" (p. 99). Wltemeyer s evaluatIon of line
and circle in the poem is valid and illuminates the poem's meaning. In
a "fluid universe" all things, such as good and evil. become relative.
Hence.
The balance-beam of Fate was bent;
The bounds of good and ill were rent;
Strong Hades could not keep his own,
But all slid to confusion.
Likewide , statements in the address support this interpretation; for
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example, "The soul knows no persons. It invites every man to expand
to the full circle of the universe .... " (p. 40). Charles Malloy humorously explains the confusion Emerson's (or Uriel's) statements caused
when he points out that it was the loosening of the bounds between
good and evil th at most upset Emerson's contemporaries who depended
on a "vast property in the form of hells which t hey could only run by
evil."12
On another level, Kenneth Walter Cameron sees the poem as possibly a hymn or memorial to Coleridge. 13 Cameron believes that during
Emerson's seclusion following the address. Coleridge's A ids to R eflection and The Friend comforted and inspired him in his decision to
become a writer (p. 212). He also sees "Uriel" as Emerson's state ment
on "the progressive influence of the man of genius," from the appearance of the inspired individual whose wisdom is welcomed by the
young but condemned by forces of authority and tradition. to his
forced retirement or period of ignominy , to the eventual and inevitable triumph oftruth (pp. 216-217). This explanation is Quite literally a
paraphrase of the poem.
F. O. Matlieson and E. T. Helmick see other meanings in "Uriel,"
namely, that the poem is Emerson's opinion on the role of a poet in
society and on poetic theory.l~ "Uriel" (says Helmick) fulfills the conditions which Emerson sees facing the poet in his Quest for knowledge: a
connection with the ancient poets and philosophers. a position apart
from society, and a close relationship with nature" (p. 35). Helmick
tends to reject "Uriel" as tidily corresponding to Emerson's essays or
journals, preferring to dwell on the significance of the poem's Platonic
conception of ideals - time and the poet's knowledge- and its mystical elements (p. 35). What was earlier mentioned as the clash between
line and round illustrates. in Helmick's opinion. the theme of poetic
creation. for it is the "Laws of form and metre just" that Seyd overhears the young gods discussing with Uriel. The medium through
which Seyd reports what he has heard, the medium through which the
poet reports truth, is language. Uriel, as Emerson's voice, pronounces
against rigid laws of form , explaining why. according to Helmick.
Emerson "subtly and consistently" varied the poem's meter, "a basic
iambic tetrameter altered in nearly half the lines by an introductory
trochee and in three couplets by feminine endings" (p. 36). The couplets rhyme perfectly. Helmick continues. until the period of confusion occurs in the poem. at which point they assume a certain dissonance. as in own/confusion. fell/ Uriel. and god/ cloud. As harmony is
restored. the rhymes again become more exact.
"Uriel" is a complex poem open to varied levels of interpretation.
but there is no doubt that Emerson saw himself in the angel's place.
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The title itslelf comes from the Hebrew word meaning'lightofGod' or
the way through which knowledge of God comes to ma nY' The last
lines in particular seem to be Emerson's answer to the Harvard
ministers:
Or out of the good of evil born.
Came Uriel's voice of cherub scorn.
And a blush tinged t he upper sky,
And the gods shook, they knew not why,
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problems of isolation, disi ntegration. and depersonalization Ernerson'ssee mingly inex haustible optimism in the power of the ind iv idual
man and the divinity of his sou l is, if not a cure-all for contemporary
problems, at least psychologically therapeutic. And if Emerson sometimes sou nds too naive and looconfident, or if he seems to soar too high
for modern sensib ilities, perhaps it is because we have forgotten how
to fly.

NOTES

A final question remains to be answered about "Uriel," about the
"Divinity School Address, " and about Emerson, Specifically, what
relevance does Emerson hold for the modern world? What is his place
in American literatu re? Reginald L. Cook poses the quest ion thus:
In an era strenuously devoted to computer programming
and automation, puzzled by overpopul at ion ... preoccupied
with missi lery and rocketry, . _and the idolatry of sc ience.
what claims do Emerson's writings have on our attention?l&
Certainly, the religious changes Emerson called for in the address are
no closer to being accepted by mainstream Christianity than they
were in 1838, and if "Uriel" is merely Emerson's poetic answer to a
speci fic event in his life, have the two works lost their significance for
modern readers? The answer here is no. Although Emerson's and his
fellow Transcendentalists' religious views have been called a rejection
of the cold ness of Unitarianism. they are also a reaction against Christianity's basic emphasis on life after death, an emphasis which tends to
ignore human potential in this life. In a lecture tour of this country in
1883, Matthew Arnold appraised Emerson by stating (as quoted by
Konvitz) t hat
We have not in Emerson a great poet, a great writer, agreat
philosophy-maker. His relation to us is not that of one of
those great personages; yet it is a relation of. I think, even
superior importance. He is the friend and aider of those who
would live in the spirit. (p. 72)
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"MARIE: A STUDY OF HER CHARACTER AND ROLE IN
GEORG BUCHNER'S WOYZEK."
by Han'M Karay

Woyzek is undoubtedly the main character in Buchner's drama, but
just as fascinating is his beautiful mistress Marie. whose unfaithfuinessshatters his world, We encounter Marie in the third scene. She
isstandingatthe window with her little child. whose father is Woyzek.
admiring a group of soldiers marching by, The rocus of her attention is
a splendid Drum Major (Tambour Major) who has also noticed her.
Her neighbor Margret is also watching the parade and admiringly
exclaims: "Was ein Mann, wie ein Baum!" Apd Marie adds: "Er steht
aur seinen Fussen wie ein LOw!"1 Marie is more impressed with his
masculinity and his potential vitality which he is proudly displaying.
This episode is very suggestive. Marie is looking out her window.
This suggests her inner restlessness or her dissatisfaction with her
present state. She is waitingror something exciting to happen instead
of playing the role of mother. The child, fath ered by Woyzek.
symbolizes a committed s in. And even whileshe is holding the child in
her arms, she is already contemplating another lusty adventure which
is evident in her comparison of the Drum Major to a lion. In this short
scene we have gained already some insight into Marie. She admires
the man for his sexual attractiveness and vitality. We sense the
stirring of her desire.
Her neighbor Margret notices w ith interest that Marie has eyes ror
the Drum Major and she makes fun of Marie .. Margrel: uIhre Auge
glanze ja noch-" .. ,Marie lashes back at her. telling her that she
should take her eyes to the pawnbroker to have them polished, and
maybe they would shine enough to be used for buttons. Marie is saying
that no one would look at Margret for her beauty and even if she could
sell her eyes it would be doubtful that anyone would use them as
buttons.
Marie is proud of her beauty and is delighted that she is des irable to
men. But now it is her neighbor's turn to cut her down after having
been insulted about her looks, "Was, Sie? Sie? Frau Jungfer! Ich bin
cine honette Person, aber Sie. es weiss jeder. Sie guckt sieben Paar
lederne Hosen durch!" Marie is furiou s. She slams the window in a
rage. It is obvious that she is hot-te mpered and although beautiful . she
has to pay t he price with other women for her beauty and reputation.
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This scene depicts a sharp contrast to the previous two scenes with
the cold-blooded, sterile doctor and the mechan ical, lifeless captain
who both symbolize the intellectual and t raditional aspect of society.
As Marie slams the window tightly, she takes her little son and
sings a tune:
Miidel, was fangst du jetzt an?
Hast ein klein Kind und keinen Man n!
Ei , was frag ich danach?
Sing ich die ganze N acht
Heio, popeio, mei Bu, juchhe!
Gibt mir kein Mensch nix dazu.
The song underlines her loneliness and her pred icament-"hast ein
klein Kind und keinen Mann! " She sings the song as if to comfort
hersel f and the child. David G. Ri chard s com ments: "The songs not
only create atmosphere, but al so provide comment on the action. More
interestingly he adds: "By relating the experiences of Marie and
Woyzek to the fundamental themes of folk songs, they also help to
establish the play's universal validity.''! The song then adds color and
illustrates in another dimension her plight: she is all alone and no one
helps her with her burden: "Gibt mir kein Mensch nix dazu." The
referen ce to "Mensch" is significant since it encompasses a broader
spectrum than just "Mann," the sexual description. She does not feel
understood by either man or woman - not by a singl e soul. This is
emphasized by the fa ct that when Woyzek comes and knocks at her
window, he does not pay any attention to her but scares Marie with his
mysterious and absentminded behavior: "Marie, es war wieder was,
viel-stehtnichtgeschrieben: Vnd sieh, da ging ei n Rauch vo m Land ,
wie der Rauch Vom Ofen?"
Itseems that he is referring to a ve rse in the Bible whi ch looms like
a dark omen ove r him: "Es ist hinter mir hergangen bis vor die Stadt.
Etwas, was wir nicht fassen, begreifen, was uns von den Sinnen bringt.
Was soli das werden?" Marie: "F ranz!" Marie is worried and scared.
She does not understand r'ranz any more either: "Der Mann! So
vergeiste rt. Er hat sein Kind nicht angesehen. Er schnappt noch uber
mit den Gedanken." Even the little boy looks frightened and this
depressing atmosphere weirrhs so heavily on her that she says: "ich
halt's nit aus; es schauert mich!" And she leaves.
In the next scene, Marie and Fran z walk arou nd at the fa ir and
their in terest is sud denly captivated by a showman whose wi fe wears
pants and whose monkey is dressed in a costume. Mar ie is amazed over
this spectacle and they both decide to go inside. As they step in the
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Drum Major catches sight of Marie: "Was ein Weibsbild! Vnd lur
Zu.cht von T.ambour Majors!" The intention of the Drum Major is quite
eVident. ThiS description of"Zu cht" indicates the animal istic desireof
th~ M~or who simply admires Marie for mating purposes. The other
officer IS also admiring Marie: "Wiesie den Kopftragt. Man meintdas
schwarze Haar musst sie abwarts ziehn wie ein Gewicht. Vnd
Augen-" When exhibi t ing a nimals at a fair one might admire the
way a hors~ or a (ine animal might carry its head. Marie is being
refe rred to 10 the same manner. He then insi nuates that her da rk hai r
is so~ewhat sinful and would pull her down from its weight. She is
allurmg to the men and t he blackness of her hair, the apparent symbol
~( evi l and s~n, i.s ,i n~e nsified by the Major's compar ison of her eyes.
Alsob man In eln Zlehbrunnen oder zu einem Schornstein hin unt.e rguckt." The bl ackness of her eyes is compared to the depth of a "Z iehbrunnen" or a "Schornstein" whic h leads our eyes (ar down into the
boti?m. T.h is might possi bly be the omen of Maria's future- her deep
fall mto sm~ulne~s from which she cannot climb back up again.
Co ntrastmg With the blackness of the inside of the Schorn stein, the
next scene opens up with a bu rst of light: Marie: "Was Licht!" and
Woyz~k replie~;, "Ja Mari~, schwarze Katzen mit feu rige Augen. Hei,
waseln Abend. Hedescrlbes her as a black cat, the black again a sign
of evil, and with "feurige Augen" Woyzek might associate her unconsciously with an animal looking for a prey.
The ca:nivaJ scene is one of the crucial scenes of the drama. All
three maIO characters are assembled here for the first time. The
show~an rid~cules t~e professors and p hilosophers by pointing out
how httle ammals differ from men and how even animals can be
educated. He advises man to learn from animals a nd to be natural. The
showman 's words underscore the Drum Major's animal vitality and
"natur~lness." He has. not come to see the show out of curiosity, but to
feast hiS eyes on thiS splendid example of a woman-"Was ei n
Weibsbild! "
Marie knows of course that the Major is attracted by her sexual
appeal and we find her in the following scene in her room, looking at
herself in a mirror. while holding her child on her lap. She has pride in
herself and her appearance and she knows that only her poverty
prevents her from being courted like the fine ladies for she is no less
beautiful than they are:
'
Vnsereins hat nur ein Eckchen in der Welt und ein Stuckchen Spiegel, und doch hab ich einen so roten Mund als die
grossen Madamen mit ihren Spiegeln von oben bis unten
ihren schohen Her rn, die ihnen die Hand kiissen . Ich bin
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nur ein arm Weibsbild.

Like Woyzek she sees money as the determinant of one's social position, attitudes and behavior. The poor make less of an effor t to ideali ze
their natural or animalistic drives by pretending they are something
other than what they really are; they do not disgui se them behind
euphemisms or behind the artifical masks of elaborately refin ed conve ntions. rites and formali t ies.
Th e image of Marie's red mouth suggests t he forbidden. fruit, t~e
red apple in the garden of Eden and thus sinfulness. Mane steps m
and as if caught in an unlawful act she ju mps up and reaches to her
ears. Woyzek immediately gets suspicious when he sees the earrings
which she is trying to conceal. He does not believe her when she tells
him that she found the jewels. Woyzek: "I ch hab so noch nix gefunden.
zwei auf einmal!" Marie: "Bin ich ein Mensch?" Is she not a human
being? Can she not wear two earrin gs? Again she uses the w~rd
"Mensch" and again this scene repeats the usage of a folksong which
Marie is singing while she looks at herself in t he looking glass:
Madel, mach's Ladel Zu.
s'kommt e Zigeunerbu,
Fiihrt dich an deiner Hand
Fort ins Zigeunerland.
The folksong colorfully pictures how Marie interprets her present
situ ation; it also lets the spectator know what is happening to her
inwardly as well as outwardly. It is a ve ry simple matter: a young
gypsy passes by, she closes her door and he t akes he.r by the han~ to
gypsyiand. She is closing the door to Woyzek. She IS also changmg
allegience. Her loyalty will shift to the gypsy an d his country. We
know that gypsies (Zigeuner) are nomads, who move from place to
place and really nowhere have a settled home. But Marie in a romantic
way wants to feel protected. "fuhrt dich an deiner Hand" and she
more or less lulls herself into this ill usion of safety mingled with
excite ment. The gypsy image might possibly indicate how restless and
rootless she really feels; it would suggest that she too with her illegitimate child feels like a soc ial outcast, that is, like a gypsy.
The child appears as the symbol of her sin again and she feels guilty:
"Stil l Bub di e Augen zu! Das Schlafengelchen! Wie's an de r Wand
JaufL" Sie 'blinkt mitdem Glas: "Die Au ge zu oder es sieht dir hinein
dass du blind wi rst!" She wants to protect the child. He is as innocent
as an angel when he is sleeping. Asshe blinks with the mirror she tells
the ch ild to close the eyes or "it" will blind you. What will blind the
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child-the truth behind mankind? The truth that man is full of evil
and si n that it even frigh te ns her?The mirror image could be a vehicle
to reflect the soul and that it might show something so terrible that it
will hurt when seen.
This passage also brings to mind the story of Snow White a nd the
Seven Dwarfs. The beautiful queen looked every day into the mirror to
see if she wI¥' still the most beauti ful woman in the country-but she
was evil too.
Mari e is beautiful too but she also feels evil inside for she is strug·
gling with her conscience. Should she he faithful to Woyzek or give in
to her des ire to follow her Troubadour. To he faithful would be a sign
that she is of higher moral standing; and she knows that she is so
frustra ted that she cannot help herself. Nature ("die Natur") forces
her to mate with the Drum Major in the same manner that nature
compelled Woyzek to urinate against the wall. Her lower insti ncts are
stronger and win: "Geht doch alles zum Teufel , Mann und Wei b."
Marie, torn between church and nature. feels terrible guilt by submitting herself to her drives and for this reason she is such a tragic figure.
Although she knows that she is sinning she is incapable of choosing to
stay with Woyzek. Her misery and conflict cries out: "Ich bin doch ein
schlecht Mensch. Ich konnt mich erstechen!" There is ominous refer·
ence to the knife which we know will be the instrument of her death .
The foreshadows of the cr ime loom dark and heavy over this scene.
Whil e in the subsequent scene Woyzek sto ically undergoes the systemat ic humiliation and degradation of the doctor in order to earn a
little extra money for Marie. she is preoccupied with the Drum Major
in her room. The scene is short; both partners know ex actly what they
are after and neither wastes much t ime with formali t ies or conventional customs. Marie is impressed with the Drum Major's strength
and build and his underlying vitality. She looks him over as a farm er
wou ld an animal at the stockyard. Their actions resemble rituals of
mating animals with certain basic patters-the strutting around of
both partners, the sizing up of one another, the proud self display of
Marie and the Major. "Ich bin stolz vor allen Weihern" and the Drum
Major brags: "Wenn ich am Sonntag erst den grossen Federbusch hab
und die weiss Handschuh, Donnerwetter, der Prinz sagt immer:
'Mensch, es ist ein Ker!!' "
This particular passage is very revealing and could be interpreted
in several ways. The mentioning of the "Federbusch" brings to mind
the colorful tail of a rooster or peacock which these animals also use to
attract female partners for mating purposes. The references to white
gloves and the prince also suggest that the Drum Major wanta to
elevate himself socially before Marie and therefore make hit a.etion
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more acceptable socially. He wants to cover up and dress up his lower
instincts with pretty clothes to make them less apparent. The clean
white gloves could also possibly mean a symbol of in noscence and
elegance in addition to the more likely sy mbol of covering up a deed.
One is reminded of Lady Macbeth, whose hands revealed her guilt.
There is good reason to assume that Buchner intentionally used the
white gloves as a vehi cle to convey the idea of the concealed s in or
hidden guilt.
Then, for a second only. Marie pretends not to be all that impressed
by his words. But her desi re pushes forward and she exclaims:
"Mann!" as if to say"Whata splended sample of the human species you
are!" However , when he passionately proposes to leave a brood of
Drum Majors (Sapperment! Wollen wir eine Zucht von Tambour
Majors anlegen, He?) her mood shilts suddenly, her face clouds up as if
bothered by something and she pushes him away from he r. "Lass
mich!" With the mentioning of the brood she thinks of her child, who is
the symbol other guilt. Now she is about tosin again, this time aga inst
Fra nz and the church, since she considers Woyzek her husband . Whatever her doubts, they are wiped away when the Drum Major stirs up
her innermost desires and passions. "Wild Tier" "Ruhr mich a n!" she
replies, passionately a roused. The n before she finally submitts sexually and mentally, she is asked: "Sieht Dir der Teufel aus den Augen?"
And Marie replies with a resignation that points tothe conclusion that
she is completely helpless in the cou r se of happe n ing events.
"Meinetwegen-es is alles eins." She cannot help her fate.
In the meantime Woyzek is rushing home to see Marie when he runs
into the Doctor and the Captain (Hauptman n) on the street. The
Captain hints quite strongly that Woyzek's mistress had been unfaithful to him and has betrayed him with the Drum Major. Woyzek, pale,
in the next scene steps into Marie's room . He stares at he r in an effort
to find an outward sign of guilt or si n. "Eine Sunde, so dick und so
breit-es stinkt. dass man die Engelchen zum Himmel hinausrauchern konnt! Du hast einen roten Mund. Marie, du bist schon wi e die
Sunde-kann die Todsunde so schon se in?" Woyzek refers to her red
lips-the symbol of beauty. but also of s infulness, like the beautiful
and delicious forbidden fruit in the garden of Eden . Is the re no blemish on her lips? Should there not be a mark of her unfaithfulness, her
sin? "Wie Marie. du bist schon wiedie Sunde-kann dieTodessunde so
schon seil)!"The r eference to"Todessiinde"{mortal sin) br ings with it
the ideaof death. Vengeance is on Woyzek's mind. His decision to kill
he r g rows out of the lan guage he uses at this point. Marie is fr ightened: "Franz, du redst im Fieber'" She does not know this but is
actually quite accurate. His mind is already breaking. Marie was all Woyzek
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had, and from the time that the Captain mercilessly told him about her
betrayal, we actually see Woyzek's mind deteriorate in a systematic
way to the point of self-destruction. Marie with the act of her unfaithfulness is really the one who has given him the final blow-she has
stabbed him in the back before Woyzek stabs her. Marie refers to the
knife, possib ly planting in Woyzek's m ind a seed which will grow:
"Riihr mich nicht an, Franz! Ich hatt lieber ei n Messer in den Leib al s
deine Hand auf meiner."
It is signifi cant that Woyzek exclaims "Mensch" before Marie
shouts back "Ruhr micht nicht an!" Let us r ecall tha t in Marie's room
the Drum Major caBs her a wild animal and she passionately invites
him to touch her . Woyze k is looking for the human qualities in her. He
cannot believe that she could be so obsessed by her sex ual desire, her
lowest animalistic instinct. that she would betray him for that. He saw
value in her beyond sexual pleasure and he even underwent the hum iliation of serving as aguinea pig for the doctors, in ordertoearn a little
extra .money for Marie a nd the child. He cared for her. He stoops to
sell himsel f so that she could have food and clothing. while s he sells
her self for some glitleringearri ngs and the satisfaction of her fulfill ed
sexual needs. Woyzek can bear all of the humiliation and degradation
?fthe Captain a nd the Doctor. but that his mistress wou ld betr ay him
IS more than he can endure.
Woyzek leaves Marie's room and dr ifts around the village. his m ind
restless and diffused. He goes to the I nn (Gasthaus) later where he sees
Marie and the Drum Major danci ng without noticing him . As he
watches, Andre sings a little (olksongwhich uses the hunting image to
colorfully underline the sequence of events a nd its implications.
Ein Jager aus der Pfalz
Ritt einst durch den gru ne n Wald
Halli , hallo, ha lustig ist die Jagerei
AlJhier auf g rune r Heid
Das Jagen ist mein Freud .
The image of the hunter and the hunt cou ld be appli ed to all three
character s-Marie. the Drum Major. an d Woyzek. They a r e a triangle
of hunte rs sear ching out their prey. Marie is on the hunt for a new
lover; so is the Drum Major. Woyzek now becomes a hunter; hi s prey is
Marie. The hunt imagery unites the spher es of the animal and huma n
'
important categories thoughout the play .
As Marie and her partner are dancing Woyzek overhears her
humming-lOGo on, go on, go on!" T his causes his mind to snap altogether . He throws up his hands in the air in a desperate gesture. He
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cannot believe that Marie is so lowly and can only think of her sexual
desires as the lowliest creatures on earth. like a dog in heat. "Dreht
Euch. walzt Euch! Warum blast Gott nicht die Sonn aus dass alles in
Unzuchtsich ubereinanderwalzt, Mann und Weib. Mensch und Vieh!
Tut's am hellen Tag. tut's einem auf den Handen wie die Mucken!
Weib! Das Weib is heiss, heiss! Immer zu. immer zul" He jumps up
"Der Kerl. wie er an ihr herumgreift. an ihrem Leib. Er. er ~at
sie-wie ich am Anfang." then Woyzek collapses. For Woyzek, see ing
the truth-that man can be so evil and sinful-is moretha he can bear.
The last time, the three characters were together in the carni val
scene. There Marie was still bonded to Woyzek. Now the picture is
reversed. He looks on, just as the Major had looked before. and this
time Marie and the Drum Major are coupled. She was the last and only
person that had meant something to him . He sees with his own eyes
that he has lost her.
Marie in her room is troubled by guilt feelings. She reads in the
Bible to find consolation. The sight of her child provokes pain in her:
"Das Kind gibt mir einen Stich ins Herz." Buchner draws attention
again to Woyzek's plan to kill her as she feels a stabbing pain in the
heart. The child reminds her of her recent unfaithfulness. She feels
like an adulteress although Woyzek and Marie were never formall y
married in the church. Nevertheless she feels a bond and obligation to
him and considers him her husband.
Meanwhile Woyzek has bought a knife from a Jew and gets his
.
personal belongings in order in the barrack~.
Marie is standing in front of her house wIth several children. One
child sings a song:
Wie scheint die Sonn am Lichtmesstag
Und steht das Korn im Bluhn.
. Sie gingen wohl zur Wiese hin
Sie gingen zu zwein zu zwein.
Die Pfeifer gingen voran
Die Geiger hint.erdrein
Sie hatten rote Socken an
It is a bright sunny day; the corn is bloom ing. Some couples went
down to the meadow , the flute player leading and the fiddl e following
the group , and they were wear ing red socks! We h.ave com~ acr~ss
Mar ie's red mouth before symbolizing beauty mmgled wIth sm.
Buchner also describes Marie's lust. "heisse Schenkel" and the "heisse
Weib" in the scene where Woyzek breaks down over the fatal discov·
ery of her unfaithfulness. It follows that lust is associated with red as
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beautiful and sinfull at the same time. The color red also connecta
easily with the color of blood and assumes here a kind of fateful
overtone.
The children want Marie to join in the song. but she is depressed.
The grandmother then tells a story which is even more depressing.
She tells about a child who is all alone and looks everywhere in the
universe to find someone. But everything is dead-the world, the
moon. the sun, the people.
The poor orphan in the grandmother's tale is analogous to Woyzek
and his child. having lost its father and mother the child looks all over
the earth for human companionship, but everything is dead. The child
extends its search for life into the universe. only to discover that the
moon is nothing but a piece of rotten wood; the sun. a dead sunflower;
and the slars dead insects stuck on twigs. Upon its return to earth it
finds that the earth has become an overturned chamberpot. "Und da
hat sich's hingesetzt und geweint, und da sitzt es noch und is ganz
allein ."
Buchner employs the form and conventions of the fairy tale to
express hyperbolically one of the basic motifs of the play and of his
works as a whole: in its isolation and loneliness the child represents not
only Woyzek and Woyzek's child but also man in general. The fairy
tale contributes significantly to the mood of the play and the intensifi·
cation of its dramatic impact.
Where normally a stunned silence should linger, Woyzek cuts in
and takes Marie with him to the woods near a pond. He asks how long
they have known one another. She answered: "Am Pfingsten, zwei
Jahr." It should be noted that the mentioning of a church holiday
signifies a bond tothe church and the "zwei Jahr" the bond to Woyzek.
He asks "Friertts dich, Marie? Und doch bist du warm. Was du heisse
Lippen hast." Her hot lips referring to beauty and sin again. "und doch
m3cht ich den Himmel geben. sie noch einmal zu kussen." But he
cannot even bring himself to kiss her.
Woyzek: "Du wirst vom Morgentau nicht fri eren." Marie: "Was
sagst du?" Woyzek: "Nix!" No communication between the two exists
anymore. Marie's next words symbolize this inner seperation by talk·
ing about the moon out in t he universe. Mar ie: "Wie der Mond rot
aufgeht." Woyzek brings Marie's attention-and ours-back to earth
and to hi s hand. in which he holds the knife. Woyzek already sees the
knife dripping with blood. He then stabs her several times. "Ha. sie
zuckt noch"-as an animal makes a last jerk before death sets in and
the limbs stiffen and t hen "-bist du tot? Tot! Tot!" "Tot" rhymes with
"rot" which we attributed with beauty and si n. and the fact that
Buchner repeats "tot" three times cou ld support the idea that he wants
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to make sure this animalistic sin is wiped out.
Woyzek runs back to the inn where people notice blood on him and
in panic he races back to the forest. He thinks he hears something, but

everything is quiet. Frantically he looks for the knife, then looks for
signs of blood on his body. There a spot-and there another- the
Shakespearean influence undeniable-and then we assume that he
drowns himself.
Woyzek's obsession with the color red deserves close attention. As
he looks at Marie's corpse the blood around her neck appears like a
necklace to his distorted mind. Once again he associated red with si n
and perhaps also with the gift Marie received from the Drum Major:
"Bei wem hast du das Halsband verdient mitdeinen Sunden?" Marie's
si n exacts as retribution the very vitality that was its cause. "Hab ich
dich gebJeicht?" Blood, beauty, suffering, and sin are all connected
through the color red , and Marie loses them all when Woyzek sheds
her blood and makes her pale. But in assuming the role of judge and
executioner. Woyzek becomes bloody and guilty himsel f.
Marie is a troubled character in this drama. She has been raised in
the Christian faith and suffers guilt feelings for having betrayed
Woyzek. See feels a loyalty to him like a wife. but Woyzek does not pay
attention to her and she looks for sexual gratification elsewhere. From
these two forces. her Christian beliefs and the urge of her natural
sexual instincts, the conflict arises. Marie is actually a greater tragic
figure than Woyzek precisely because of her inner conflict and fight.
which Woyzek does not suffer from. In the end it is Marie, though.
Woyzek's social equal. the woman who means everything to him. who
causes his destruction-not the doctor, not the Captain, as cruel and
unfeeling as they are to him. Marie is the one who kills him, because
she represents his last belief in humanity. When she lets her animalistic instincts rule her mind, she destroys Woyzek's world. Just as she
feels compelled to leave him for the Drum Major, Woyzek feels compelled and driven to kill her to erase the evil which shatters his world.
And of course by killing her he brings about his own death, too.
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